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ABSTRACT
CHARACTERIZATION OF AMBIENT OZONE UPTAKE AND DEVELOPMENT OF
FOLIAR INJURY MODELS FROM A PLANT PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY
PERSPECTIVE
MAY 2001
CHRISTOPHER J. BERGWEILER, B A., WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE
M S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor William J. Manning

A biologically-based secondary ambient air quality standard for vegetation in the U.S. is presently
lacking. Analyses sensitive to the physiological conductivity of exposed plants as well as
atmospheric and soil conditions were used here to predict the signature response of plants to ozone,
foliar injury. Bel-W3 tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L. cv. Bel-W3) was used as an acute-response
model while Asclepias syriaca L. was used as a chronic-response model to identify important
controlling factors involved in foliar injury response to ambient ozone. Temperature, RH, PAR,
wind velocity, soil moisture, soil matric potential, and vapor pressure deficit were investigated
relative to their influence on injury development during simultaneous exposure to ozone. Several
important factors were found to lead to overestimation of vegetation exposure to ambient ozone.
These included use of a standard ozone measurement height, soil moisture deficits, asynchrony
between diurnal stomatal conductance and peak ozone concentration, episodic exposures to
elevated ozone concentrations during late-day weak sunlight (PAR<500 ), and seasonal decline of
gas exchange and ozone uptake in herbaceous plants. These results indicate the need for refinement
of current indices to protect vegetation, which, if based solely on ozone concentration, e.g. AOT40,
SUM06, W126, will continue to lead to overestimation of ozone exposure.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
With the unprecedented growth in human population in industrialized regions the
occurrence of near-ground ozone and its precursors have steadily increased over the last century
(Isaken and Hov 1987, Marenco et al. 1994, Dollard et al. 1995). Concerns by regulatory
agencies about environmental change and anthropogenic ozone have correspondingly increased in
recent years. Globally, the impact of ozone pollution on crops (Chameides et al. 1994, Krupa and
Groth 2000) and natural ecosystems (Miller et al. 1997, McLaughlin and Percy 1999) may be
reaching staggering levels. Reflecting these concerns, the environmental research community has
placed heavy emphasis on the study of air pollution impacts on crop species and long-term health
of vegetation in natural ecosystems.
The phytotoxic effects of tropospheric ozone on vegetation have been studied for over 40
years (Heggestad and Middleton 1959). Although ozone toxicological relationships have been
studied on a large number of native plant and crop species many details regarding the cellular and
molecular effects of ozone remain undetermined. In many cases elevated ambient ozone has been
identified as the primary causal agent of growth and yield reductions, most obviously associated
with foliar injury. Many of these cases include a number of economically-important crop species
such as wheat, soy, and tobacco (Menser et al. 1963, Fangmeier et al. 1994, Reich et al. 1982).
Likewise, forest tree species important to regional economies and ecosystems as well as many
other native plants have been tested and confirmed as ozone-sensitive (Pye 1988, Kohut et al.
1997). Continuation of chronic exposures of terrestrial ecosystems to air pollution coinciding
with human industrial and technological activities will likely lead to the identification of even
more species.
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It is generally understood that atmospheric gases such a> ozone, if found in high vs?.,;.
concentrations, can threaten basic plant processes and pose challenges for the overall health and
sustainability of affected plant populations (Heath and Taylor 1997, Taylor and Pitelka .992)
This concerns a fundamental aspect of plant diversity and evolution - the sedentary nature of
terrestrial vegetation renders plants unable to escape air pollutants in their gaseous environment
These same pollutants then become an integral part of the whole plant environment which also
includes sunlight, atmospheric carbon dioxide and water vapor, nutrients, water, and
microorganisms contained in soils, biotic pathogens, co-occurring plant species, insect and
animal herbivores, and the location and microclimate of the site of germination and growth itself
(Larcher 1995, Lambers et al. 1998). Many physical, chemical, and biological factors represent
key elements involved in plant function and interaction with the plant environment. These
interacting relationships form the basis of plant physiological ecology (Block and Yannier 1994)
The degree to which abiotic factors in the plant environment play a role in timing and magnitude
of foliar injury response to ozone is one related example of this. In this case the plant
microenvironment influences behavior in the plant stomata, effectiv ely regulating gas exchange
and ultimately potential plant injury response following exposure to ozone. One of the earliest
reports documenting ozone uptake as the primary mode of ozone removal from the atmosphere to
plant surfaces was related by Rich et al. (1970).
In attempts to systematically assess environmental health, many natural resource
agencies in the United States and elsew here have implemented biomomtonng programs using
vegetation injury surv eys of known or suspected ozone-sensitiv e plants in conjunction with
monitored ambient ozone concentrations. This work most often occurs under true field conditions
where plants are subject to diverse environments and inherent stresses that may interact with and
influence ozone-induced injury'. The uncertainty associated with sole reliance on ozone
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concentrations as a predictor of ozone injury lies at the heart of these complex interactions
(Lefohn et al. 1989, Hogsett et al. 1997, Lee and Hogsett 1999). Recent research data has clearly
demonstrated the importance of mitigating environmental factors in determining effective plant
exposures to ozone (Fredericksen et al. 1996a, Grantz et al. 1997, Grunhage et al. 1997, Ball et
al. 1998, Emberson et al. 2000).
This dissertation research has attempted to reduce existing knowledge gaps by closely
monitoring vegetation injury development and environmental conditions for both acute and
chronic foliar injury model systems. Results of this study are expected to contribute to better
understanding of physiologically-driven ozone flux from the atmosphere to the plant canopy and
its relationship to microclimate for two fundamentally different plant bioindicator species.
Although numerous studies exist identifying tropospheric ozone effects on plant responses from
the standpoint of genetic-level changes, changes in biochemical activity, cellular disruption,
alterations to metabolism and physiology, carbon allocation, reproductive efficiency, and growth
and yield, the research presented here dealt exclusively with the signature effect of ozone on
vegetation, visible injury to foliage.
1.2 Statement of the Research Problem
Recent research has helped in establishing relationships within the soil-plant-atmosphere
continuum (SPAC) to ozone-induced injury development in vegetation. Specifically, the
dependent relationship between atmospheric and edaphic conditions, formation of ozone to
phytotoxic concentrations, and plant physiological conductivity to uptake of pollutant gases in the
atmosphere. Dynamic conditions in the immediate plant environment act to reduce or enhance
physiological conductivity of plants to uptake of atmospheric gases surrounding the plant canopy.
The interacting effects of light intensity, CO2 concentration, soil water content, relative humidity,
temperature, wind velocity over the plant canopy, as well as the presence of gaseous pollutants.
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i.e. the microclimate, determine the behavior of stomata. Therefore the physiological status of the
stomata, whether of impaired or enhanced diffusion, determines uptake, or flux, of ozone into the
leaf. Effective ozone exposure is then defined primarily by uptake - movement of a measured
concentration of ozone through the stomata at a known rate of diffusion. It follows that effective
exposure may not simply be based on a given concentration of ozone over a given period of time
due to variation in stomatal conductance with light conditions, plant water status, etc.
Determination of when and why injury occurs under natural conditions then requires careful
assessment of several related factors. Conversely, understanding of the causal factors behind lack
of injury development subsequent to ozone exposure, whether short-term or seasonal, are equally
important.
1.2.1 Hypotheses
i) Ambient ozone concentrations in the atmosphere do not necessarily result in an ozone exposure
of corresponding magnitude - this effectively de-emphasizes cumulative and peak ozone statistics
as applied to prediction of injury severity or acceptable cumulative concentration thresholds
(critical levels).
ii) Therefore, foliar ozone injury (response) occurs when certain environmental and physiological
conditions allow uptake of a volume of ozone into the plant canopy equal to or surpassing its
genotypically-determined capacity for detoxification and repair.
1.2.2 Objectives
The intent of this research was to produce a detailed characterization of physiological
responses of Bel-W3 tobacco and common milkweed during exposure to ambient ozone using
repeated physiological measurements and foliar injury assessments. No studies exist that have
assessed both physiological and environmental factors relative to ozone injury in these plants.
Additionally, this work will identify environmental factors associated with foliar injury and
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determine the general degree to which they contribute to explanation of visible foliar injury
development. Soil water content was experimentally manipulated to determine its effect on
stomatally-controlled ozone uptake among many naturally-varying factors that may influence
foliar injury response. This should result in the ability to make reasonably good predictions of
foliar injury in the ozone bioindicator plants studied here.
1.3 Model Systems Used in the Research
Two plant species were utilized during the course of this investigation. Both were chosen
for their well-documented foliar response characteristics following exposure to ozone. Bel-W3
tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L. cv. Bel-W3) (Solanaceae) is widely used as a so-called sentinel
plant for biomonitoring of relative air quality throughout the world. Traditionally-bred for
extreme sensitivity to ozone, this plant rapidly develops foliar injury subsequent to exposure.
Initial injury symptoms may become evident within hours of exposure, with injury appearing as
tan-brown necrotic flecking of the adaxial leaf surface, often becoming bifacial as the upper and
lower leaf mesophyll layers are destroyed. Bel-W3 tobacco is acutely sensitive to ozone, and as
such an ideal tool for quickly gathering data concerning plant-environment interactions. However,
there are clear limitations to the interpretation of ozone-induced responses of Bel-W3 tobacco
relative to other plant species. For a synopsis of the development and use of Bel-W3 as a research
plant one should consult Heggestad (1991).
One of the most widely recognized natural plant bioindicators for ozone in North
America is common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca L.) (Asclepiadaceae). As within most natural
plant populations, A. syriaca exhibits a high degree of intraspecific variability in symptom
occurrence and severity, even among neighboring plants within a population. Here, only seed
from highly ozone-sensitive individuals was used to establish a research population. Foliar injury
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symptoms typically appear in A. syriaca in mid- to late summer, appearing as purple-black
adaxial leaf surface stipple, and premature loss of pigment and senescence of affected leaves.
A statistical modeling approach was employed to achieve the above-stated objectives.
The value of this is approach is its high precision (within the constraints of the sample data) to
identify causal factors and their degree of relatedness to responses, however, as the geo-spatial
application of the model increases so does its uncertainty (Kickert and Krupa 1991). Such a
model will not be widely applicable to other locations and does not imply mechanisms associated
with the causal factors (Sharpe and Rykiel 1991) or their effect on outcomes (dependent
variable(s)). However, for the multi-season, single-site design using mainly observational data
this simple approach was data-appropriate, readily implemented, and easily repeatable.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Foliar Injury Responses
Foliar injury is now widely considered to result from the attack of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) on cell membranes within the leaf mesophyll layers - possible oxidizing agents are
thought to be hydroxyl radicals (OH), superoxide anions (02), and hydrogen peroxide (H202),
although this has yet to be demonstrated (Heath 1987, Byvoet et al. 1995, Pell et al. 1997). No
study thus far has been able to adequately explain specific mechanisms of injury to plant cells
primarily because the fate of highly reactive ozone molecules after entry into the substomatal
cavity is essentially unknown. Ozone concentration inside the leaf has been theoretically
determined to be near zero (Laisk et al. 1989). Visible foliar injury is thought to be produced by
primary and secondary biochemical processes attributed to oxidative effects and defense reactions
within the plant (Pell and Dann 1991, Runeckles and Chevone 1992, Kangasjarvi et al. 1994,
Schraudner et al. 1997). A vast amount of literature exists concerning the biochemical nature of
ozone attack on plant cells and will not be treated here.
Foliar injury symptoms appear in different forms and at different times in the growth
cycle from plant to plant, but once recognized they can be quite distinctive for an individual
species. In broadleaf plants, visible injury is most evident on the adaxial leaf surface as a result
of damage to palisade parenchyma cells while it can occur on either surface in conifers and other
plants with undifferentiated mesophyll cells (Krupa and Manning 1988). Two general types of
foliar injury arc evident in ozone-sensitive plants following exposures. Acute injury normally
results in rapid loss of leaf mesophyll tissue creating adaxial leaf surface necrosis. This type of
injury most often follows exposure to high concentrations of ozone, and occurs mostly in
extremely sensitive plant species or cultivars (Krupa and Manning 1988). Chronic injury results
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from cumulative exposures throughout the vegetative period and typically occurs in sensitive
individuals within native plant populations. The dark punctate stippling typical of injured foliage
of A. syriaca is considered to be the result of accumulated phenolic defense compounds (Howell
1974, Bolsinger et al. 1991, Larson 1995, Zobel 1996). Chronic injury resulting in declines in
growth and yield may also occur with or without visible foliar injury symptoms (Fuhrer et al.
1993). However, ozone flux internally to the leaf does not always correspond with leaf injury,
suggesting that post-uptake biochemical reactions occurring in the mesophyll (detoxification)
determine the biological sensitivity of a given genotype to ozone (Heath and Taylor 1997).
Several studies in recent years have addressed the question of the relationship of ozone
injury to leaf expansion stage. Exposure to ozone is known to produce differential foliar
responses in plants based on leaf age within the leaf population of a single year in an individual
plant and between multi-year leaf generations within the plant canopy. In an experiment testing
clover (Trifolium L. spp.) as an indicator plant for ozone toxicity, Karlsson et al. (1995) found
significant leaf age-dependent ozone injury. Under ambient conditions, they found the most
extensively injured foliage had been subjected to 25 hours of exposure to ozone >60 nl f'during a
period when the leaves had just reached full expansion. In comparison, younger foliage exposed
to similar concentrations experienced significantly less foliar injury on a percent basis. They
suggest that maximum sensitivity in Trifolium occurs just after the greatest leaf expansion rate is
reached but prior to full expansion when hardening of leaf tissue would supposedly reduce
susceptibility to oxidation damage. These findings generally confirm the timing of exposure
relative to yield response in soybean grown under ideal conditions (open-top chamber
environment) (Heagle et al. 1991).
Fumigation experiments with Bel-W3 tobacco first demonstrated the relationship of leaf
maturity to incidence and severity of foliar injury (Menser et al. 1963), indicating decreasing
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injury with more recently expanded leaves. Krupa et al. (1993) similarly found that leaf maturity
was a significant factor in \isible foliar injury of Bel-W3 tobacco when exposed to ambient
ozone. In this case, the number of hours exposed at concentrations >40 nl l1 and >60 nl l'1 w ere
determined to be good predictors of foliar injury. No field-based leaf age dependency research
exists for A. svriaca relative to chronic foliar injury development. Duchelle and Skellv (1981),
how ever, noted age-related responses of foliage in fumigation experiments they conducted in
open-top chambers.
Representing woody plant responses, Fredericksen et al. (1995) discussed differences in
physiology, morphology, and shoot phenology as important factors for explaining incidence and
distribution of foliar injury in black cherry (Primus serotina Ehrh.) of various sizes. They
determined that seedlings had a higher rate of uptake and injury per unit leaf area than saplings or
canopy trees although low er overall symptomatic leaf area. A similar pattern of reduced injury
with earlier leaf developmental stage was shown in Be tula pendula (Roth.) (Piiakonen et al.
1995). In general, the points mentioned concerning leaf age-dependency illustrate the potential
importance of incorporating phenological factors into uptake-based vegetation injury models.
2.2 Physiological Effects of Ozone
2.2.1 Effects on Stomatal Conductance
Gas exchange, including leaf uptake of ozone is strongly influenced by physical and
chemical factors in the environment including CO2 concentration, temperature, relative humidity,
air movement, light intensity, soil moisture status, water potential, plant canopy structure, and
concentration of gaseous pollutants (Mansfield and Davies 1985, Grantz and Meinzer 1990,
Jones 1992, Runeckles 1992). It has long been thought that ozone itself may reduce the degree of
stomatal aperture under otherwise ideal photosvnthetic conditions. Some supporting evidence for
this theory does exist indicating both direct effects of ozone on stomatal conductance (Unsw orth
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and Black 1981, Mansfield and Pearson 1996) and secondary effects caused by interference with
chloroplast function (Winner et al. 1988, Chappelka and Chevone 1992). Torsethaugen et al.
(1999) have recently demonstrated a direct effect of ozone on K+ channels of guard cells
regulating stomatal opening. This is the first time that an underlying mechanism of stomatal
response to ozone has been proven. Inhibition of stomatal opening is, however, not a uniform
response among all plant species. For example, stomatal conductance in Raphanus sativus (L.)
increased linearly with increasing ozone concentrations from 0-150 nl l1 (Hassan et al. 1994).
The increase in this case was thought to be due to loss of stomatal control related to a
documented collapse of epidermal cells. Stomata may also behave defectively when subjected to
changes in relative humidity following ozone exposure, displaying erratic patterns of opening and
closure as delayed responses to water loss (Maier-Maercker 1999).
Surface deposition of ozone molecules to the leaf cuticle is believed to have relatively
insignificant effects on induction of foliar injury compared to actual uptake into the leaf via
stomata (Runeckles 1992). The most obvious example of this is seen by the fact that nighttime
exposure to elevated ozone in most cases elicits little subsequent injury response (Matyssek et al.
1995) although it deserves further study in rural high elevation sites which experience extended
elevated exposures (Musselman and Minnick 2000).
2.2.2 Effects on Photosynthesis
Although there are literally hundreds of published studies documenting negative effects
of ozone on measured rates of photosynthesis, the specific mechanisms of ozone disruption of
photosynthesis remain elusive. Several plausible theories are summarized by Heath (1994).
Among them he cites indirect photosynthetic inhibition caused by stomatal closure, oxidation of
mesophyll cell membranes allowing direct damage to chloroplasts by ROS, and changes to the
carbon fixation process via Rubisco. Hybrid poplar (Populus deltoides L.) leaves evaluated for
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alterations to photosynthetic processes were shown to have two age-related response groups when
chronically exposed to concentrations between 85-125 nl l'1 (Reich 1983). Particular affects
among these were decreased net photosynthesis and maximum photosynthetic rate of 10-70 day
old foliage. Total leaf chlorophyll content (chlorophyll a and b) was also found to be gradually
reduced by ozone as well as an increase in normal decline of net photosynthesis associated with
aging plants. Net photosynthesis was also reported to be reduced in eastern white pine (Pinus
strobus L.) in one-year old needles compared to current year foliage for both tolerant and

sensitive genotypes (Chappelka and Chevone 1992). Evidence of pre-visual damage to the
photosynthetic process of P. strobus has also been shown with chlorophyll fluorescence
techniques (Theisen et al. 1994). Such studies conducted with forest trees are of interest for the
potential effects of chronic exposures and on productivity and growth, relative role in decline
complexes, and as an inciting stress factor for increased susceptibility to insects and biotic
pathogens. Despite documented short-term and seasonal reductions in photosynthesis by ozone its
effect on any of these factors has not been definitively proven.
2.3 Predicting Injury Responses
Ambient air quality standards for ozone in the United States have been developed
primarily with human health in mind. However, a separate standard for crops and native
vegetation would provide agricultural and natural resources specialists with a tool for planning
the management of those resources. Predictive models that yield precise interpretation of injury
responses of vegetation to monitored ambient air pollution levels would assist environmental
researchers and resource managers in ecological risk assessment decisions and allow planning for
short- and long-term impacts on both natural and agroecosystems. This has so far been primarily
addressed through consideration of different characterizations of ozone concentrations applied to
vegetation effects (Lefohn et al. 1989, Legge et al. 1995). Developing additional predictive
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components into vegetation effects models could enable researchers and planners to assess
environmental changes over broader spatial and temporal scales. An earlier consideration of
multicomponent approaches (ozone plus environment) is presented by Hogsett et al. (1988).
Different physiological and injury responses have been used to accomplish the task of
creating working vegetation effects models. For example, Reich (1987) emphasized the
importance of ozone uptake, basing his conclusions primarily on chamber-based research. This
approach suffers from the difficult task of linking potential injury with actual injury since uptake
may be significantly affected by chamber conditions and is not always well correlated with injury
symptoms as noted by Fredericksen et al. (1995).
Variation in uptake in the field has been documented in both trees (Wieser and Havranek
1995, Bauer et al. 2000) and cultural plants (Padro 1996, Grantz et al. 1997) and uptake-specific
models for plants in field conditions have been derived by Griinhage et al. (1997), all of these
without incorporating a link to actual injury. Other researchers have analyzed the effects of
similar sets of causal environmental variables using realized foliar injury of different plant
species (Dunning and Heck 1977, Biondi et al. 1992, Ball et al. 1995, Karlsson et al. 1995) or
growth and yield effects (Krupa et al. 1994, McLaughlin and Downing 1995, Kobayashi 1997)
as their response variables. While it appears that ozone uptake is a logical starting point for
prediction of foliar or other injury types, achieving a high level of precision may require
assembling large data sets with injury and environmental factors over several seasons,
especially for studies conducted under field conditions. If done for several different species,
these data might create the basis for well-supported models that incorporate varying
environmental effects on ozone uptake.
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CHAPTER 3
FIELD EXPERIMENTS - BEL-W3 TOBACCO
3.1 Introduction
Our understanding of the considerations required for developing effective secondary air
quality standards to protect vegetation has been steadily increasing. In order to fully appreciate
the potential to successfully achieve these aims one must consider the ability of plant biologists to
grow, select, and manipulate plants at will, affording plant researchers a distinct advantage over
those involved in the establishment of human health standards. The knowledge gained thus far by
artificial plant exposure research has been both extensive and detailed. Subsequent interpretation
of the results obtained from controlled chamber studies has benefited the investigation of plant
responses to ozone under natural exposure conditions, gradually revealing field studies as the
most relevant research strategy for developing secondary standards. The continued acceptance of
field-based research for this purpose is highly dependent on rigorous empirical evaluation of all
relevant factors. The uncontrolled nature of the many factors necessarily under investigation in
field research demands both intensive and extensive sampling of plants and their environment.
Modeling then becomes an important tool if approached conservatively and based upon field data
samples that capture the largest possible range of natural variation, as continuous data collection
under field conditions is often difficult and impractical.
The debate over greater reliance on ambient exposure-response research for the
development of air quality standards to protect vegetation is ongoing. While Lee and Hogsett
(1999) provide an excellent overview of measurement and analysis techniques regarding the
importance of diurnal distribution of ozone concentrations, they include in their arguments the
use of open-top chamber studies (Heagle et al. 1973) as representative of “field conditions”.
Olszyk et al. (1980) and Weinstock et al. (1982) have characterized the internal environment
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created by use of these chambers in plant research. The potential effects on physiological
responses of plants exposed in open-top chambers versus true ambient conditions may be
significant (Grunhage et al. 1997). The main limitations of open-top chambers are seen to lie in
their alteration of air currents, impacting atmospheric and boundary layer resistances, and
therefore stomatal conductance and ozone uptake in a chain of related effects. For these reasons
the research conducted here was designed to generate response data for Bel-W3 tobacco to actual
conditions following short-term exposure to ambient ozone concentrations.
Since its release as a research cultivar Bel-W3 tobacco has been used in a vast number of
experimental studies and air quality monitoring programs (Heggestad 1991). Of those studies
designed to determine the effect of environmental influences on Bel-W3 leaf injury development
few were conducted with plants grown in native mineral soil (Seidman et al. 1965, Gardner et al.
1973, Floor and Posthumus 1977, Tonneijck and Bugter 1992). Importantly, sensitivity to ozone
is increased in Bel-W3 tobacco when plants are exposed while growing in light potting mixtures
(Heck and Dunning 1967). This effect has been verified by pilot experiments using both Bel-W3
tobacco and native bioindicator species associated with the research being reported here. Even
fewer studies have attempted to characterize physiological responses of Bel-W3 during field
exposure (Gunthardt-Goerg 1996). Currently, there exists no published research that ties together
both ambient environmental and physiological response characteristics for this important
bioindicator plant.
3 .2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Preparation of Plant Material
Germination and initial growth of all plants took place in ozone-free plastic-covered
greenhouses supplied with carbon-filtered air. Plants were cultured in Fafard No. 2 potting soil
(screened peat and Perlite) and maintained under regular watering and fertilization schedules. The
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greenhouse temperature range generally fluctuated between 22-26°C daytime and 18-20°C
nighttime between fall and spring. During this time photoperiod was maintained at 14 hours per
day. Greenhouse temperatures and photoperiod increased accordingly in the summer months
when Bel-W3 tobacco was continually grown for 7-day field assays. Light transmission through
the plastic greenhouse walls was such that light intensity during germination and initial growth
wns approximately 60% of photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR) measured outdoors. The
exception to these conditions occurred when day light wns supplemented by artificial lighting
(max. PAR=120 fimol m‘‘ s'1) as daylight periods shortened and overcast conditions prevailed.
Bel-W3 plants were germinated and grown as described above until reaching the fourleaf stage, at which point the earliest remaining leaves were removed. For Bel-\V3 tobacco, the
four-leaf stage is loosely defined as the growth stage at w hich the first large true leaves are
produced relative to its earliest smaller leaves. These large leaves normally correspond to leaves 6
through 9 or 7 through 10 when tracing Bel-W3 phenology - (phyllotaxy is alternate). Upon
removal of the smaller and generally senescent early leaves the remaining leaves are referred to as
leaves one through four (Li-L*). The average size in surface area of Li leaves was approximately
45 cm" when transferred to the field plot. The age of four-leaf stage Bel-W3 plants at the start of
all experiments was generally between 40-45 days dependent upon light and temperature
conditions during germination and early growth in the greenhouse. All plants were fertilized one
day before transfer to the field from the greenhouse and watered directly after planting. Transfer
and planting to natural soil in the field always took place in the morning on the first day of
exposure. Daily watering using a splash guard to prevent leaf wetting took place at mid-morning
throughout the seven-day exposure.
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3.2.2 Characterization and Measurement of Environmental Factors
Beginning in June of each year, air temperature, % relative humidity, light intensity
(photosynthetically-active radiation), and ambient ozone concentration at 0.7 m above ground,
horizontal wind velocity and direction at 1.0 m above ground, as well as volumetric soil water
content in the first 30 cm of soil, were continuously recorded and stored in Campbell Scientific
CR10 dataloggers. Dataloggers were programmed to produce mean values of each variable at no
greater than 30 minute intervals and data were periodically collected using a laptop computer.
Atmospheric leaf to air vapor pressure deficit (VPD) was calculated using the equation £=escr)-e
according to Jones (1992) where: Se= VPD in MPa; eS(T)=saturation vapor pressure at
temperature T\ and e=vapor pressure; VPD was then matched to the existing environmental data
at each data point. A Teco Model 49 ozone analyzer (Thermo Environmental Corp., Franklin,
MA, USA) sampled ozone concentrations continuously from May to September at the site near
the center of the field plot. The analyzer was EPA-certified shortly before the start of each season
at the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection standards laboratory and field
calibrated twice monthly throughout the summer. Table 3.1 describes directly measured,
calculated and, predicted environmental (independent) variables used in experiments.
3.2.3 Estimation of Soil Water Potential
The matric component of soil water potential (T'm) was evaluated as an additional
environmental factor through its influence on gz. It was considered here to be representative of
total soil water potential (Kramer 1983). Laboratory determination of 4^ was accomplished by
creation of a soil moisture release curve (Richards 1949). Approximately 1.5 kilograms of
mineral soil from the field site were collected from within the first 30 cm of soil depth and evenly
mixed. The sample was air dried, sieved with a 500 pm soil sieve, rewetted, and distributed into 5
cm diameter rubber rings. Each ring containing approximately 30-40 grams of moist soil had its
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tared weight recorded and was placed on 1 of 10 different ceramic pressure plates, and run in
pressure chambers for 24 hours at the following negative pressures (in MPa):
- 0.01, -0.03, -0.05, -0.1, -0.15, -0.2, -0.3, -0.4, -1.0, -1.5. The lowest simulated 4^ of-1.5
MPa was assumed to correspond to the permanent wilting point (Etherington 1982, Larcher
1995).

Table 3.1 Environmental variables - brief description and methods of estimation.
definition/estimation

symbol

unit

ozone concentration

[o3]

nir1

concentration in ambient air at 0.7 m height
within experimental field plot/ real-time
continuous UV photometric analyzer

air temperature

T*

°c

near ground ambient temperature/
electronic thermistor sensor

relative humidity

RH

%

degree of air saturation by water v apor/
electronic thermistor sensor

photosynthericallyactrve radiation

PAR

umol m s'1

ambient light in 400-700 nm wavelengths/
quantum sensor

ms1

horizontal air flow near leaf
surfaces/electronic pulse signal anemometer

kPa

difference of water vapor pressure inside the
leaf to outside the leaf - driving force of plant
water loss and partly controlled by stomatal
resistance/estimated from RH and known
saturation vapor pressures at air temperatureO)

variable

wind velocity

vapor pressure deficit

soil water content

soil matric potential

£

a..
4'.

cnT cm'

MPa

volumetric soil moistu re/ determined by time
domain reflectometry instrumentation
expressed as pressure, indicates energy with
which capillary water is held by soil surface
forces/modeled using moisture release curves
as compared to soil water content
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After removal from the chambers, soil samples were transferred to drying ovens for a
further 24 hours at 100 °C. Finally, tared soil dry weights were recorded and the mean %
difference to dry weight for each pressure (n=5-6) calculated. To create the moisture release
curve the wet-dry % difference of soil water content data were plotted against their respective
pressures. This relationship was subsequently modeled by fitting the power function to the
moisture release curve (see Statistical Analyses - section 3.2.5 below).
3.2.4 Characterization and Measurement of Plant Physiological Factors
In 1997 and 1998 the experiment was expanded by the inclusion of in situ physiological
measurements. Real-time physiological measurements in a sub-sample of plants from each
treatment were made with a LI-COR 6200 portable photosynthesis system (LI-COR Inc.,
Lincoln, NE, USA). Using a 0.25 liter chamber, repeated measurements on selected plants were
made on a 15 cm leaf area of the second oldest leaf (L2) to characterize near-ambient leaf
stomatal conductance to water vapor (gs) and net photosynthetic rate (Pn) during 7-day
exposures. Plants had been placed in the soil such that L2 was always oriented towards the
southwest, ensuring maximum exposure to prevailing sunlight for the greatest portion of the day.
The average length of time spent conducting these measurements was 33 minutes per session, and
n=5-9 plants were sampled for a total of n=15-78 measurements per treatment/session. Sampling
always alternated between single plants in each treatment. This was done so that approximately
equal samples were collected in similar environmental conditions in the event that conditions
should change during the session. Sessions took place between early morning and dusk on any
given day resulting in capture of gas exchange data over a wide range of environmental
conditions. The total number of sessions completed varied from assay to assay.
These measurements allowed the introduction of a derived variable, ozone uptake.
Uptake, or flux, can be calculated in its simplest form according to Winner (1994) as J-gd,
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where: J=rate of uptake between the air and leaf; g=stomatal conductance of the specific gas
molecule; and <7=gas concentration gradient between the leaf mesophyll and air. In the following
experiments raw gs data captured during physiological measurements were corrected for the
theoretical ratio of diffusion of water vapor and ozone through stomata (Laisk et al. 1989) given
by: gz= gs/1.68. Ozone concentration inside the leaf was assumed to be near zero (Laisk et al.
1989). Descriptions of plant response (dependent) variables are provided in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Plant response variables - brief description and methods of estimation.
symbol

unit

net photosynthesis

Pn

pmol m V

C02 assimilation rate per unit leaf surface area/
non-dispersive infrared gas (C02) analysis

stomatal conductance

gs

mol m'V

rate of diffusion of water from leaf to
atmosphere - inverse of stomatal resistance/
calculated during Pn measurement, based on
change in cuvette RH and system flow rate;
corrected here for diffusivity of ozone (gz)

variable

ozone uptake

foliar ozone injury

uptakez pmoliVhr1

FOI

0/
/o

definition/estimation

rate of ozone flux into leaf per unit leaf area
/the product of ozone concentration and (gz)
ratio of leaf surface presumed to be ozonedamaged to total leaf surface/visual estimate
using incremental ranges of % injury, sum of
mean % injury of individual four oldest leaves

3.2.5 Seven-Day Field Assays and Measurement of Foliar Injury Response
Field experiments took place during all or part of the growing seasons (mid-May to
early September) in 1996, 1997, and 1998. All field experiments were conducted at Montague
Field, Amherst, Massachusetts, at the northern boundary of the campus of the University of
Massachusetts. Montague Field lies at 42° 23’ 30” N, 72° 31’ 30” W and 82 m above MSL. The
site has a slight western aspect and is essentially open to the west, north, and east with adjacent
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agricultural fields and scrub growth in abandoned fields. Soils are well-drained, mainly coarse to
medium sandy loam of the Sudbury series (aquic dystrochrepts type). The site also houses a field
station containing UV photometric ozone analyzers, environmental monitoring instruments, and
data storage equipment. Its location in the Connecticut River Valley downwind of major sources
of ozone pollution primarily to the south and west (Cleveland et al. 1976, Wolff et al. 1982,
Lefohn 1992) make this site ideal for the study of effects of ambient ozone on vegetation.
Beginning in late May to early June 1996, Bel-W3 plants were exposed to ambient ozone
at weekly intervals with a new set of plants replacing the old every seven days whenever possible.
Within a 240 m2 fenced field plot, 32 plants were numbered and randomly assigned positions
along rows separated by a distance of one meter. Visual foliar ozone injury (FOI) assessment of
all four leaves of each plant was made at 1700 on day one of the experiment (following the first 8
hours of exposure) and repeated twice daily at 0900 and 1700 on each subsequent day through
day seven. This method was based on visual determination of the ratio of injured leaf area to total
leaf area and assigned injury to one of ten injury classes. Based on the results of several
preliminary assays, injury classes were developed allowing the most consistently accurate
determination of FOI. The rating system used is outlined in Table 3.3 below.
In order to address the problem of observer error the visual assessment method was
calibrated by comparing visual FOI estimates to damaged:undamaged leaf area ratios as
determined by imaging software. Actual leaf samples representing each FOI category (n=3) were
harvested and flatbed scanned while fresh after recording visual FOI estimates. Digital images
were imported into ImagePC (version Alpha 9) and converted to grayscale colors (green leaf
tissue appeared as black; injured tissue appeared as white). The borders or outlines of leaf unages
were then selected by removing the background, and the selected areas were analyzed for the ratio
of damaged leaf area to total leaf area. The comparison to visual estimations showed that the
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average deviation was +7.8% of the imaging software-determined ratios with a maximum
deviation of +22% occurring for a single visual estimation.

Table 3.3 Visual estimation scale used in field assessment of Bel-W3 foliar ozone injury.
injury category

% range foliar 03 injury

% range midpoint

1

1-5

2.5

2

6-12

9.0

3

13-18

15.5

4

19-24

21.5

5

25-32

28.5

6

33-40

36.5

7

41-50

45.5

8

51-65

58.0

9

66-75

70.5

10

75-100

87.5

In 1997 and 1998 soil moisture treatments were incorporated into all field experiments
using Bel-W3 tobacco plants. Plants were planted in thirty-six, 30 cm diameter, 13.7 liter plastic
soil-filled pots that were dug into the ground along the same rows used in 1996. One half of the
total number of pots were surface saturated with 1000 ml of water each morning creating a wet
(non-moisture stressed) soil moisture treatment (n=18). All plants were similarly treated as nonstressed in 1996. The remaining pots received only enough moisture (approx. 300 ml) to maintain
plant turgor in dry soil conditions (moisture-stressed) for this specific soil. Moisture-stressed
plants were visually monitored for turgor throughout the day and received minimal supplemental
watering if they displayed symptoms of physiological wilting. The application of water was done
at all times using a plastic splash guard as a barrier to prevent accidental wetting of foliage. Two
Campbell Scientific CS615 soil water content reflectometers operated in pots of one of each
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treatment and were periodically rotated to respective pots of the same treatment to record soil
water content in real time. Perforations in the bases of pots were sealed to prevent intrusion of
groundwater but no attempt was made to exclude rainwater from either treatment. However,
sufficient clearance of the pot rims above the soil surface was provided to prevent surface runoff
from pooling in the pots during normal precipitation events.
A total of 576 Bel-W3 plants were tested in the field experiments. Nearly all of these
were included in data analyses with a small number of plants failing to survive or determined to
be unusable due to mechanical damage, herbivory, etc. Twenty-five assays in all were completed
over the three field seasons from 1996-1998. Sixteen of these were concurrent owing to the soil
moisture experiments implemented in 1997-1998 during which series of both moisture-stressed
plants and non-stressed plants w'ere exposed during the same 7-day period.
3.2.6 Statistical Analyses
All statistical work described below was done using SAS for Windows 6.12 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Ambient ozone at 0.7m above ground at the field site was compared
using a T-test to simultaneously collected ozone data at 4.4m above ground in order to justify the
necessity or usefulness of monitoring at or very near to plant surfaces versus remote monitoring.
The higher ozone sampling height data was captured by an on-site Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection UV-photometric ozone analyzer located approximately 10 m from the
field plot. Data were taken from 15-minute day and nighttime mean concentrations over a 52-day
period in 1997. For this and all subsequent T-tests the significance level was a=0.05.
Limiting individual 7-day data sets to the precise periods when physiological
measurements were made, a T-test was performed on 6tdata in order to establish the minimum
difference between soil moisture treatments. A model for estimation of T'm was developed by
fitting the power function In y=ln(axn) to the soil moisture release curve described in section
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3.2.3, where: y=vPm; a=derived coefficient; and x=6v. Field 6t data were then applied to this curve
and 4^ was determined for all periods using the model established with the test data.
T-tests were also conducted on gz and Pn response data grouped by soil moisture
treatment and further broken down by three PAR classifications: 1) pooled over the entire PAR
range, 2) >or< 500 pmol m'V1 (1/4 max. intensity of sunlight), and 3) >or< 1000 pmol m'V1
(1/2 max. intensity of sunlight). For gz, T-tests were supported using a Chi-square test for four
combinations of soil moisture-PAR levels.
Environmental variables were continuously measured throughout experiments while
physiological response data were collected for only a small fraction of the total exposure time of
each experiment. Therefore, physiological response variables were necessarily modeled to fill
gaps for the duration of experiments. To accomplish this, a first-stage modeling data set was
created which included gz, Pn, and uptakezdata from physiological measurements time-matched to
mean [03], Ta, RH, horizontal windspeed, 6t, 'Em, VPD, and PAR for each physiological
measurement session completed during a 7-day assay. To satisfy the assumption of independence
between dry/moisture-stressed and wet/non-stressed treatment data point pairs in subsequent
analyses, only means from physiological measurement data were used. Dummy variables were
created where categorical independent variables were included in multivariate regressions.
Using this data set, forward stepwise regression analysis was conducted to formulate the
gz model while Pn was modeled with the non-rectangular hyperbolic functiony=(ax)/( 1 +(b*x)
where: f= Pn; a and b are empirical constants; and x=PAR. Uptakez was calculated for all periods
as the product of gz and [03], which had been continuously monitored. The significance level
decided upon for multivariate regression analyses was a=0.075 (SAS default is a=0.15). This
somewhat less rigorous level than the conventional a=0.05 was determined to be reasonable
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given the highly complex interactions likely occurring among the ecological data used in these
mixed designed/non-experimental regressions.
The next phase in modeling FOI involved filling out each assay with the newly modeled
variables so that matrices of mean hourly observations were completed for each 7-day (152 hour)
assay for each variable. Basic questions concerning the possible independence or interrelationship
of variables were then formulated based on the gz-uptake relationships determined from the Ttests. These were used to test six FOI prediction models. The questions were posed as follows:
Considered alone, does ozone concentration have an overriding effect whereby all hourly
concentrations contribute to FOI, or is there justification for a threshold concentration below
which no FOI is induced?
Is PAR an interacting limiting factor for either of the possibilities stated above?
Below7 are the six possible combinations formulated from these questions using 40 and 50 nl l1
threshold ozone concentrations along with their assigned abbreviations in parentheses:
1)

all hourly [03] values during each 24-hour period - (all-all)

2)

all hourly [03] values occurring during periods of PAR >500 pmol m' s' - (all-500)

3)

all hourly [03] values >40 nl r'during each 24-hour period - (40-all)

4)

all hourly [03] values >50 nl l1 during each 24-hour period - (50-all)

5)

hourly [03] values >40 nl l'1 during periods of PAR >500 pmol m V - (40-500)

6)

hourly [03] values >50 nl l*1 during periods of PAR >500 pmol mV - (50-500)

"7

1

Six third-phase modeling data sets were then created containing data based on the abovedefined exposure definitions. Finally, forward stepwise regression analyses were applied to the
third-phase data by modeling the FOI response to twelve independent variables: [03],
cumulative[03], Ta, RH, horizontal windspeed, SWC, PAR, VPD, gz, uptake^ cumulative
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uptake*, and 4V The response variable FOI was calculated as I mean L1-L4 visible injury at
hour 152 (end of assay) for the purposes of these analyses.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Characterization of the Physical Environment
The results of the T-test comparison of ozone concentrations from two different intake
heights are shown in Table 3.4. Ozone concentrations measured at the 4.4 m intake were on
average 9.5 nl l1 higher than those at the lower 0.7 m height. The concentration difference
increased to 12.6 nl l'1 when data were limited to daytime periods only. Seven-day daytime (08002000) exposure conditions for field assays of Bel-W3 tobacco are shown in Table 3.5. Data are
averages of assays pooled by FOI response groups for all years (1996-1998).

Table 3.4 Comparison of 24-hour and daytime (0800-2000, PAR >500 pmol mV1) ozone
concentration at two measurement heights. Values in parentheses equal to ± 1 standard error of
the mean. Sample data from July-August 1997.

time sampled

height

n

mean (nl l1)

p (a=0.05)

24 hour
24 hour

4.4 m
0.7 m

4989
5095

34.1 (0.31)
24.6 (0.24)

<0.001

daytime only
daytime only

4.4 m
0.7 m

1424
1450

49.5 (0.55)
36.9 (0.42)

<0.001

Ozone concentrations from 1996-1998 at 0.7 m above ground are also shown in
relationship to air temperature and PAR in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. There was a strong
relationship between ozone and air temperature in all years as determined by fitting the quadratic
function to paired 10-30 minute mean data. There was essentially no relationship between ozone
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and PAR as determined by linear regressions. Many of the highest ozone concentrations recorded
occurred in early evening hours during periods with PAR<500 pmol mV.
Two levels of volumetric soil water content were compared with a T-test and the results
given below in Table 3.6. The mean volumetric soil water content of the Montague Field soil
resulting in a moisture-stressed condition for Bel-W3 tobacco plants was 0.24 cm3 cm'3 and was
significantly different from that of the moisture-amended soil treatment (0.07 cm3 cm'3
difference). Figure 3.3 (A.) shows the soil moisture release curve (solid line) developed from
laboratory data corresponding to ten experimental pressures plotted against the mean %
difference of wet soil to dry soil. The moisture release curv e and resulting model for this
relationship (dotted line) given by the power function is specific to soils at Montague Field.

Table 3.5 Daytime (0800-2000) environmental conditions during 7-day Bel-W3 assays. Values
in parentheses equal to ±1 standard error of the mean.
injury
response group

variable

n

mean (± 1 SE) unit

FOI<10%
(18 assays)

m
Ta
RH
windspeed

1532
1481
1481
1360

29.4 (0.43)
24.5(0.11)
69.4 (0.47)
0.81(0.02)

nl f1
°C
%
ms’1

100.9
33.9
98.4
3.98

a.

1302

0.25 (0.001)

cm3 cm'3

0.35

1302

-0.071 (0.001) MPa

-0.346

PAR
VPD

1494
1481

834(15.4)
1.0(0.02)

pmol mV
kPa

2314
3.2

[03]
Ta
RH
windspeed

599
548
548
427

31.5(0.80)
24.8(0.17)
73.3 (0.64)
0.80 (0.03)

nil*1
°C
%
ms'1

100.9
33.9
98.3
3.86

475

0.30 (0.002)

cm3 cm'3

475

-0.035 (0.000) MPa

0.41
-0.054

584
548

842 (24.9)
0.9 (0.03)

FOI>10%
(7 assays)

VX/

Tm
PAR
VPD
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fimol mV
kPa

152-hour maximum

2314
2.7

Table 3.6 Comparison of volumetric soil water content in two soil moisture treatments. Values m
parentheses equal to ± 1 SE of the mean. Source data confined to periods when ph>^ioks3cal
measurements were made.
treatment

n

mean # (cm" cm*3)

moisture-stressed

46

0.24 (0.008)

p (a=0.05)

<0.001
non-stressed

0.31 (0.005)
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Graph B. of Figure 3.3 shows predicted v alues for soil water matric potential from a
sub-sample of actual volumetric soil water content (n=22 per each of two levels of soil moisture
treatment) representing the full range of soil moisture conditions seen between 1996-1998.
According to the model 4^ ranged from -0.01 MPa in highly saturated conditions to -0.35 MPa
in extremely dry soil conditions. Tm corresponding to the average soil moisture content of 0.24
cm3 cm*3 for moisture-stressed assays was -0.067 MPa -

corresponding to the average soil
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moisture content of 0.31 cm cm* for non-stressed assays was -0.026 MPa.
3.3.2 Measurement, Characterization, and Modeling of Ecophysiological Responses
A logical transition from the physical environment to the plant physiological environment
in the field is represented here by Figure 3.4, showing the profile of average ambient carbon
dioxide concentration during elevated ozone concentrations. The curve was created using data
collected during 1997-1998 with the LICOR photosynthesis system before, between, and
following gas exchange measurements. Data were carefully collected to avoid any positive bias
introduced by exhalation of the operator near the I 1C 'OR sample intake I he cuive show1, a
significant drop in daytime atmospheric |CO-| presumably associated with maximum oi neai
maximum mid-day C02 uptake by vegetation Daylight |CO.| nwinged lot all sampling penod .
was 324.6 pi I1.
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3.3.2.1 Leaf-Level StomatalConductance
Real-time stomatal conductance to ozone and ozone concentration arc shown in Figure
3 5 tor a 24-hour period for two separate 7-day assays. Both sample profiles show maximum or
near-maximum

occurring near mid-day. followed by a steep decline and recovery by mid-

artemcon m both moisture-stressed and non-stressed plants. Whereas peak [03] and g2 occurred
nearly simultaneously in the upper graph (A.) from July 1997. graph B. from July 1998
demonstrates a distinct as\nchrony between [03] and gz with peak [03] preceding peak gz by
approximately three hours. There was no significant difference in gzby soil moisture treatment in
the early morning and early evening periods.
Testing for a light-dependent threshold for gz was done using a series of T-tests at two
kvels of soil moisture and five levels of PAR: full range of light intensity’, PAR<500,
PAR>500. PAR<1000. PAR>1000. The results, in Table 3.7, show that moisture-stressed gz was
gTgr-ficanth- lower than non-stressed gz where PAR levels were >500 and >1000. There was no
SLZzrScant difference in Bel-W3 gz where PAR was <500, <1000, and no difference was seen
over the entire range of light. A minimum difference of 0.11 mol mV w as detected at PAR>500,
and this increased to 0.14 mol mV where PAR was >1000.
Finally. a three-component contingency table w as developed to test responses of gz in
vanous combinations of soil moisture and PAR. Basing difference categories on the results
obtained in the T-tests, volumetric soil water content was considered different only where the B,
difference was >0.07 cm3 cm3 between moisture-stressed and non-stressed treatments; non-active
(qualitatively) PAR (PAR«) was defined as <500 pmol

mV while active PAR (PARJ was

considered to be >500 pmol mV; g2 was considered different if the minimum g2 difference
between soil riKusture treatments was >0.11 mol m 2s1. Table 3.8 provides the results of the ChiSquare test The relationship between statistically-defined g2 and soil moisture/PAR categories
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Figure 3.4 Average ambient diurnal (0800-2000) C02 concentrations for 1997-1998. Data
points (n=30-88) ± 1 SE of the mean. Source data confined to periods when [03] > 40 nl l1.
Dotted line is the overall daytime mean.
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time

Figure 3.5 Single-day profiles of Bel-W3 leaf-level stomatal conductance and ambient ozone
concentration. Data points (n=21) ± 1 SE of the mean. Horizontal dotted lines indicate mean
daytime (0800-2000) 03 concentration.
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was significant according to Fisher's Exact Test statistic (p=0.003). A significant difference in g*
was detectable in 80% of the cases (n=15) where a distinct ft difference existed and PAR was
>500 - gz was similar m 77.8% of cases (n=9) where ft differed and PAR was <500.

Table 3.7 Two-tailed T-test comparison of mean stomatal conductance to ozone (gz) of Bel-W3
tobacco in two soil moisture levels - tests by varying light intensities. Values in parentheses equal
to ± 1 SE of the mean. Source data limited to periods when physiological measurements w ere
made.
PAR

mean

(pmol m 's'1)

variable

n

df

(mol mV1)

p (a=0.05)

full range

gzStressed

40
41

76
79

0.45 (0.031)
0.54 (0.038)

0.07

12
12

22
22

0.31 (0.067)
0.33 (0.065)

0.79

28
29

51
55

0.51 (0.028)
0.62 (0.037)

0.02

23
23

44
44

0.38 (0.042)
0.42 (0.045)

0.46

17
18

31
33

0.55 (0.034)
0.69 (0.046)

0.02

gznon-stressed

<500

gzStressed
gznon-stressed

>500

gzStressed
gznon-stressed

<1000

gzStressed
gznon-stressed

>1000

gzStressed
gznon-stressed

The effect of ft on gz can also be seen in Figure 3.6. Given over the entire range of PAR.
an ov erall increase m the ratio of noo-stressed gz to moisture-stressed gzCan be seen with PAR
above 600 pmol m V3. Early and late day homogeneity between moisture-stressed and nonstressed gz is further illustrated when gz is viewed over the entire range of PAR during gas
exchange measurements. Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between mean leaf-level gz and PAR
in both soil moisture treatments. The data indicate a PAR threshold occurring at approximately
500 pmol mV whereby gz becomes similar for both treatments. Temperature also appeared to
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Table 3.8 Chi-Square analysis of the Bel-W3 stomatal conductance-soil moisture-PAR
relationship. Paired soil moisture treatment data limited to periods when physiological
measurements were made.

diff / PARa
frequency
gzdifr

percent
row pet
col pet
frequency

gzsame

percent
row pet
col pet
column totals

Ov

diff / PARna

t%

same / PARa

2
5.13
11.76
22.22
7
17.95
31.82
77.78
9
23.08

12
30.77
70.59
80.00
3
7.69
13.64
20.00
15
38.46

3
7.69
17.65
23.08
10
25.64
45.45
76.92
13
33.33

Contigency table statistic

df

value

p (a=0.05)

Chi-Square

3

13.528

0.004

likelihood ratio Chi-Square

3

14.831

0.002

Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square

1

10.757

0.001

-

-

0.003

Fisher’s Exact Test

Q\

same ! PARna
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
2
5.13
9.09
100.00
2
5.13

100.00

affect gzand initially seemed to have potential for inclusion in the model (Figure 3.8). Here, gz
appears to have a moderate positive correlation to temperature and PAR in both drought-stressed
and non-stressed plants. However, neither variable was later included in the model.
Due to the apparent differences in gz by soil moisture treatment each effect was modeled
separately to produce the data used later in FOI modeling. Treatment data were additionally
pooled to determine the accuracy of a general gz prediction model. Model parameters are
provided for all three linear stepwise regressions in Table 3.9. In each case, the overwhelming
amount of variation in gzwas explained by Pn (61%, 64%, 59% for moisture-stressed, nonstressed, and pooled gz, respectively). Ozone concentration, relative humidity, categorical soil
moisture content, and vapor pressure deficit contributed comparatively little to explanation of
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Figure 3.6 Leaf stomatal conductance ratio of Bel-W3 tobacco in two soil moisture treatments.
Data presented over the full range of ambient sunlight intensity.
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variation in gz among the different models. Temperature and PAR were determined by the
regression to be non-significant relative to the remaining variables.

Table 3,9 Stepwise linear regression models for Bel-W3 stomatal conductance to ozone.
Dependent variable

model equation

r2 (p<0.075)

moisture-stressed gz

-0.1437 + (0.0016’*[03]) + (0.0028*RH) + (0.0284*P„) + e

0.68

non-stressed gz

-0.1152 + (0.0056*/Oj7) + (0.0594 *P„) + e

0.72

gz (treatments pooled)

-0.0631 + (0.0331 *Pn) + (0.066l*categ. ft) + (0.0026*[03J) (0.0568*VPD) + e

0.68

Application of the models using existing environmental and physiological variables in the
original field data was completed resulting in the comparative graphs in Figure 3.9. The upper
graph showing gz in drought and non-stressed moisture conditions in response to Pn indicates the
strength of the relationship. Triangle data points are derived from the multivariate regression
models unique to each soil moisture treatment. Graph B. shows the linear regressions for the
predicted-observed relationships.
3.3.2.2 Net Photosynthesis
The same T-test series used to separate PAR effects on gz were applied to
characterization of carbon assimilation in two soil moisture regimes. The results in Table 3.10
show that regardless of soil moisture there were no significant differences in Pn during field
experiments. Pn was also expressed as a ratio of the two soil moisture treatments in Figure 3.10.
Viewed in this way, there was little variation due to soil moisture across the full range of PAR
with the exception of extreme low light conditions where Pn was negligible.
Although Pn was determined to have no statistically significant treatment differences, the
net photosynthesis model was viewed separately to account for any differences, although minor,
due to soil moisture effects, thereby maximizing accuracy for the overall FOI models. By doing
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Table 3.10 Two-tailed T-test comparison of mean net photosynthesis (Pn) of Bel-W3 tobacco in
two soil moisture levels - tests by varying light intensities. Values in parentheses equal to ± 1 SE
of the mean. Source data confined to periods when physiological measurements were made.
PAR
(pmol m" s')

variable

n

df

mean Pn
(pmol m'V1)

full range

Pn stressed
Pn non-stressed

40
41

79
79

12.1 (0.96)
12.0 (0.96)

0.957

<500

Pn stressed
Pn non-stressed

12
12

22
22

4.5(1.53)
4.4(1.57)

0.952

>500

Pn stressed
Pn non-stressed

28
29

53
55

15.4 (0.41)
15.2 (0.51)

0.807

<1000

Pn stressed
Pn non-stressed

23
23

44
44

8.9(1.29)
8.7(1.31)

0.887

>1000

Pn stressed
Pn non-stressed

17
18

33
33

16.4 (0.034)
16.3 (0.046)

0.907

p (a=0.05)

so a slightly higher r2 value was ascertained for Pn in moisture-stressed conditions. However, the
curve generated by the rectangular hyperbola function in Figure 3.11 is fitted to the average of
both soil moisture treatments. Figure 3.12 gives the linear regressions of the predicted-observed
Pn relationships for the soil moisture treatments, which are nearly indistinguishable from each
other. Negative values are due to actual measured Pn in extreme low light conditions and their
corresponding predicted values.
3.3.3 Foliar Ozone Injury Responses During Experiments
Seven out of seventeen assays receiving the non-stressed soil moisture treatment
developed average cumulative FOI >10% damage to the four oldest leaves. None of the eight
moisture-stressed assays were injured beyond the cumulative 10% level. Average FOI of
moisture-stressed assays was 3.2%, average FOI in non-stressed assays was 9.3%, while among
the seven injured assays average FOI was 16.4%. FOI, which was estimated twice daily for the
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Figure 3.10 Ratio of net photosynthetic response of Bel-W3 tobacco in two soil moisture
treatments. Data presented over the full range of ambient sunlight intensity.

Figure 3.11 Response of net photosvnthetic rate of Bel-W3 tobacco to variation in light intensity.
Each sample point represents n= 12-44 measurements; vertical bars are ± one SE of the mean.
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of measured and modeled Bel-W3 tobacco net photosynthesis. Dotted
lines are the 95% confidence intervals of the regressions.
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152 hour duration of each experiment, typically lagged approximately 48 hours behind exposure
to elevated ozone concentrations resulting in cumulative ozone uptake (uptakez) between
approximately 500-1000 pmol 03 m'2leaf surface area hr'1. This was true regardless of when the
initial exposure began within the first four days of an experiment. Cumulative day 1-4 uptakezand
7-day FOI profiles of the seven individual assays injured in 1996, 1997, and 1998 are represented
in Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15, respectively. Vertical steps in uptakez are hourly increases of a
magnitude corresponding to the height of the step. Large vertical steps may be the result of a high
average hourly ozone concentration, high rate of gz, or both. Correspondingly, smaller steps are
the result of lower ozone concentrations and/or low gz.
Two exceptions to the trend in 48-hour FOI onset delay were evident. The first occurred
in 1998 where FOI was initiated close to 100 hours after initial exposure, and rapidly increased
to 11.8% between hours 125-152 (Figure 3.15 A.). The second case, during which the threshold
10% FOI was never reached, took place in 1997. The uptakez-FOI profile for this assay (assay
15) is shown in Figure 3.16 A. together with the same 1998 assay (assay 25) seen in Figure 3.15
B. This comparison was chosen to illustrate the unusual lack of FOI development in assay 15
despite its similarity in day 1-4 uptakez to assay 25. Greater detail of exposure and physiological
conditions for both assays 15 and 25 are given in Table 3.11. In general, a high degree of
similarity between the two assays is apparent in most variables. The most obvious differences
were apparent in assay 15, which experienced the lowest RH during high temperatures as well as
the highest VPD and simultaneous cumulative uptakez of any of the 25 assays.
Since Table 3.11 contains only data averaged up to the 4-day exposure cut-off point, a
closer comparison of VPD and gz was made via hourly means. Shown over the full 152-hour
course of experiments, VPD-gz profiles together with simultaneous ozone concentrations are
given for assays 15 and 25 in Figure 3.17. Both assays were subjected to the highest ozone
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Figure 3.13 Bel-W3 cumulative ozone uptake and foliar ozone injury - 1996. Solid lines are
ozone uptake where [O3] >40 nl l1, PAR >500 pmol m 2s dotted lines are FOI at two daily
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Figure 3.14 Bel-W3 cumulative ozone uptake and foliar ozone injury - 1997. Solid lines are
ozone uptake where [O3] >40 nl 11, PAR >500 jimol m s ; dotted lines are FOI at two daily
intervals (n=18) ± one SE of the mean.
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Figure 3.15 Bel-W3 cumulative ozone uptake and foliar ozone injury - 1998. Solid lines are
ozone uptake where [O3] >40 nl l1, PAR >500 pmol m 2s *; dotted lines are FOI at two daily
intervals (n=l 8) ± one SE of the mean.
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Table 3.11 Environmental and physiological exposure parameters for assays 25 and 15. With the
exception of mimma/maxima and cumulative parameters, data describe means ± 1 SE. Mean
\alues for parameters calculated using hourly data from exposure days 1-4 (80 hrs) where [03]
>40 nl r and PAR >500 pmol m'V1 (40-500 model).
exposure period

exposure period

15-21 July 1998 (assay 25)

29 June-5 July 1997 (assay 15)

variable
[O3]
max[03]
cum[03]

windspeed

101
1472
31.0 (0.21)
32.4
67.8 (0.78)
63.4
1.4 (0.05)
1.7
0.9 (0.11)

Or

0.38 (0.002)

T,
max T t
RH
min RH
VPD
max VPD

variable

value
70.1 (3.19)

[03]
max[03]
cum[03]
Ta
max Ta
RH
min RH
VPD
maxVPD
windspeed

<51

-0.01
PAR

PAR

1250(90.16)
0.71 (0.02)
182 (11.82)

gz
uptakcz

cum uptakes

3812

cum uptakez

P*

15.4 (0.50)

P„

gz
uptakez

unit

value
58.2 (2.78)

nl r1

86
1570
31.1 (0.30)

°C

33.3
45.1 (1.57)

%

35.9
2.4 (0.11)
3.2
0.7 (0.05)

kPa

0.30 (0.002)

ms'1
cm3 cm'3

-0.03

MPa

1448 (69.93)
0.70(0.01)

pmol m s
mol m V

149 (9.13)

pmol m 2hr

4031
16.4 (0.33)

pmol m2
pmol m

V1

concentrations during the first three days of exposure. Stomata! conductance rates for assay 15 in
days 1-3 (A ) appear only slightly lower than in assay 25 during the same period despite
considerably higher VPD Vapor pressure deficits experienced by assay 25 plants were highest on
days 4 and 5 (B) after the ozone event (D). As the results from these assays did not indicate a
particular trend in the relationship all assays were included in a comparison by way of a simple
linear regression presented in Figure 3.18. Regressed separately by soil moisture treatment, both
moisture-stressed and non-stressed Bel-W3 plants were shown to have a positive relationship to
increasing VPD
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Figure 3.17 Vapor pressure deficit and stomatal conductance for exposure assays 15 (A.) and 25 (B.). Both profiles paired with their
respective 7-day ozone profiles (C., D.) Horizontal dashed lines are mean day 1-4 gz during daylight periods where PAR was >500 pmol m"2s
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Figure 3.18 Bel-W3 leaf-level stomatal conductance in relationship to vapor pressure deficit.
Assay data shown with linear regressions included from 8 moisture-stressed and 17 non-stressed
field experiments.
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3.3.4 Modeling Foliar Ozone Injury
To determine the feasibility of predicting FOI based on a collection of environmental and
physiological data, the six model permutations partially formulated from simple comparative
tests done earlier were validated using stepwise regression analysis. Characterization of FOI
development within a discrete 7-day period as described in the section above allowed a further
refinement of preconditions likely related to FOI in Bel-W3 tobacco: only the first four days (80
hours) of exposure data were examined for each of the six models relative to injury development.
The results of the stepwise regressions, done separately for assays developing FOI >10%
threshold injury and those not developing injury, are summarized in Table 3.12 below.
Those models based both upon ozone exposure at a threshold concentration and
simultaneous moderate to high light intensity (40-500, 50-500) were the best predictors of FOI.
Although essentially indistinguishable in the amount of FOI variation explained, the two models
utilized different variables to explain this variation. The 50-500 model used mean uptakez and
cumulative [03] to explain 71% and 20% of FOI variation, respectively, while the 40-500 model
used mean 4-day [03] to explain 85% of variation in FOI. Although included here for
comparison, the only model permutation that did not remain following stepwise regression was
the all-all model (all ozone concentrations regardless of light intensity level). All six models are
shown graphically in Figure 3.19 and compared to actual FOI from each of the seven injured
assays.
The lower half of Table 3.12 lists the FOI prediction equations for the remaining 18
assays (low FOI). Lack of injury development was best predicted by the threshold ozone
concentration models that were decoupled from the light intensity threshold (40-all, 50-all). The
two best models included both ozone concentration and/or uptakez in addition to soil water
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Table 3.12 Stepwise linear regression models for Bel-W3 foliar ozone injury.

Cumulative FOI >10%
permutation
[03]-PAR
all-all*
all-500

model equation

r2 (p<0.075)

1.5270 + (0.5405*/Oj7) + e

0.54
0.72

-57.3312 + (121.9202*gz) + e
10.9403 + (0.0065*cumf03J) + e

50-all
50-500

4.0759 + (0.0053*cum[O3]) - (0.2111 *RH) + (0.1426*uptakez)
7.3005 + {0.0069* cum [O 3]) + e

40-all
40-500

-2.2848 + (0.8592*[03]) — (1.0849*7’«) + e

0.73
0.96
0.54
0.94

cumulative FOI <10%
all-all
all-500

-17.0644 + (0.5349*ra) + (37.5288*0V) + e
-20.8316 + (0.6202*7fl) + (33.4479*0V) + <?

0.72
0.71

50-all
50-500

-17.8319 + (0.2135*[03J) + (34.595 l*0v) + e

40-all

-14.7805 + (0.0481 *RH) + (15.1479*6>v) + (9.6878*gz) +
{0.0110*uptakez) + e

0.91

40-500

-22.1533 + (0.6208*Ta) + (33.1316*6»v) + e

0.59

-3.6591 + (30.0464*9V)

-

(23.4432*gz) + (0. \010*uptakez) + e

0.86
0.84

*model significance level >0.075

content, while all models in this section relied heavily on soil water content to explain variability
in low-FOI assays.
Finally, the same six models were evaluated for their capacity to predict FOI in general,
that is, using all assays in the test pool regardless of day-7 FOI status. These results are provided
in Table 3.13 and Figure 3.20. Here, the best prediction models (40-500 and 50-500) were nearly
identical, explaining respectively 67% and 66% FOI variation and both incorporated the same
two variables, uptakez and soil water content.
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Table 3.13 Stepwise linear regression models for Bel-W3 foliar ozone injury - general models.
permutation
[Osl-PAR

model equation

r2 (p<0.075)

all-all
all-500

-38.1344 + (1.1311 *T„) + (76.6038* 0,) + e

0.56
0.54

50-all
50-500

-19.5605 + (44.6646*0,) - (0.0130 *PAR) + (0.2262* uptake,) + <?

40-all
40-500

-10.8798 - (0.Q\20* PAR) + (<).2944*uptakez) + e

-48.7800 + (99.9565 *&) + e

-25.8866 + (40.0176*0,) + (0.\635* uptake,) + <?

-23.4872 + (37.2805*0,) + (0M34*uptakez) + e

0.60
0.66
0.53
0.67

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Relationships Between Environmental Factors and Ecophysiological Responses
3.4.1.1 Ozone Concentration
A great number of plant response experiments emphasizing ambient ozone concentration
as the primary effect have been carried out to date. For many of these, the nearest stationary
ozone monitoring source has been used even though located up to several kilometers away from
the plants being assessed for injury (Hildebrand et al. 1996, McLaughlin and Downing 1996,
Chappelka et al. 1997). This represents a source of potential over- or underestimation of ozone
exposure, since distribution of ozone concentrations may be highly variable over relatively short
horizontal distances as evidenced by the multitude of data collected from ozone monitoring
networks overseen by state environmental agencies. Similarly, a vertical gradient of tropospheric
ozone within a forest canopy has previously been described (Pleijel et al. 1996, Skelly et al.
1996) which, combined with vertical gradients of stomatal conductance (Ellsworth and Reich
1993, Fredericksen et al. 1995, Schafer et al. 2000), may cause significant differentiation of
ozone dosage to various height compartments within the vegetation canopy.
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Figure 3.19 Foliar ozone injury in Bel-W3 tobacco — prediction of moderate-severe FOI. FOI is
the summed means of Li-L* injury at day 7; dotted lines are the 95% confidence interv als of the
regressions.
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Figure 3.20 Foliar ozone injury in Bel-W3 tobacco - general prediction. FOI is the summed
means of L1-L4 injury at day 7; dotted lines are the 95% confidence intervals of the regressions.
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Use of data here from within or in close proximity to the field microclimate were
considered essential in minimizing experimental error. On-site comparison of ozone monitoring
sources apparently justify these methods as evidenced by the +12.6 nl l1 difference in mean
daylight ozone concentrations observed between 4.4 m and 0.7 m gas samples. Others have
demonstrated that taking into account the concentration of the pollutant source at plant height h
allows more accurate determination of the flux of ozone (depending upon the sink properties of
the plant) to the plant surface (Griinhage et al. 1994). Use of the 4.4 m sampling height ozone
data over the course of these experiments might therefore have lead to significant overestimation
of daily ozone exposures to vegetation growing within one meter of ground level.
Cumulative uptakez was expected to strongly influence the model outcome as it was
considered the best representation of dose. Although cumulative uptakez was the basis for
prediction of ozone injury in several European assessments (Griinhage et al. 2000, Nussbaum
and Fuhrer 2000, Ball et al. 1998), multivariate linear regressions used here did not identify it as
a contributing factor in FOI prediction. Instead, mean uptakez was consistently included in the
models. It is not immediately clear why the 10 nl l"1 threshold concentration difference between
the 40-500 and 50-500 models would lead to similar FOI prediction rates based on entirely
different variables. However, the two primary independent variables involved in the respective
models, [03] and mean day 1-4 uptakez, are highly related if not interchangeable. The strength of
these models indicated dependence of foliar injury responses on exposures at minimum ozone
concentrations and PAR. Uptakez, retained as the strongest variable used to characterize ozone
exposure in the 50-500 model, was highly dependent on the accuracy of modeling gz. Gz in turn is
dependent on site-specific model parameterization before allowing larger-scale spatial application
of model predictions (Emberson et al. 2000). Reliance in the present case on the statistical
modeling approach proved to be effective judged by the good model fit using the Bel-W3 data set.
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However, such models should not be considered to be universally applicable and substantial
refitting of the model would likely be required concerning soil moisture regimes and other
micrometeorological factors. More importantly, the range of interspecific variation of gz (Larcher
1995, Bungener et al. 1999) represents a challenge to all modeling approaches that rely on
estimated uptakez to predict foliar injury at the plant community level and above.
3.4.1.2 Photosynthetically-Active Radiation
Although it is widely understood that ozone formation is strongly related to both
temperature and solar radiation (Demerjian 1986), the relationship of ozone to temperature and
light in the post-formation phase may be decidedly different due to arrival of ozone to distant
locations via long-range transport (Wolff et al. 1982). The timing of plant exposures to ozone
may therefore be critical since the interaction between biosphere and atmosphere involves ozone
itself and, inherently, PAR and its effect on gas exchange rates. Elevated ozone concentrations at
the time of exposure in the Montague Field experiments all occurred well within physiologically
effective temperature ranges. However, the same can not be said of the PAR relationship to ozone
- during periods of weak PAR, physiological conductivity most likely functioned counter to
uptake of ozone (Volin et al. 1993, Griinhage et al. 1997). This is particularly relevant
concerning simple cumulative biological exposure indices based on otherwise equally weighted
hourly mean ozone concentrations (Lee and Hogsett 1999). For example, if a sample of several
hourly mean data points are observed for different daylight periods as seen in Table 3.14, late
day uptakez will appear significantly lower than uptakez at similar ozone concentrations during
mid-day or afternoon periods with intense solar radiation. Two entries from Table 3.14 that are
taken from within three hours of the same day demonstrate this effect explicitly. The entries, from
instantaneous measurements sampled at 1600 and 1900 on 16 July 1998 (see Figure 3.5, graph
B.), resulted in a determination of uptakez of 268.1 and 70.1, respectively. A comparison of the
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PAR-associated distribution of ozone concentrations with stomatal conductance indicates that
early evening concentrations here contribute to overestimation of ozone exposure (Figure 3.2).

Table 3.14 Ozone uptake (flux) - dependency on stomatal conductance. PAR and ozone
concentrations are mean hourly values; gz values are means derived from instantaneous
physiological measurements of non-stressed Bel-W3 tobacco plants.

Time (EST)

PAR (pmol m'V1)

[03] (nl I'1)

gz (mol mV*1)

uptakez (pmol 03 m'Vr'1)

1900
1900
2000

2
74
17

76
87
94

0.187
0.225
0.176

51.6
70.1
59.3

1000
1100
1200

1252
1654
2314

34
42
32

0.604
0.686
0.887

73.4
104.9
82.4

1400
1500
1600

1595
1580
813

80
93
101

0.804
0.847
0.738

231.5
283.6
268.1

3.4.1.3 Soil Moisture Deficit
Owing to the occurrence of multiple interactions within the soil-plant-atmosphere
continuum in the present study it does in fact prove difficult to discuss the isolated influence of a
single factor without referring to coeffects of other factors. The effective removal of soil
moisture-related differences in gz under conditions of attenuating PAR clearly demonstrates these
interrelationships. The strength of the soil moisture relationship derives from its experimental
manipulation versus the observational status of all other variables evaluated in this research.
Although seemingly small, the minimum difference of ozone diffusion into the leaf of
0.11 mol mV*1 between moisture-stressed and non-stressed plants here at least partially explained
resulting large FOI differences after seven days of exposure in the field. Dean and Davis (1967)
conducted perhaps the earliest experiment on a soil moisture-ozone interaction and development
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of “weather fleck” in tobacco, showing a distinct trend in increased FOI with increasing soil
moisture. This mechanism was elucidated by Tingey and Hogsett (1985) by showing that it was
reduction in stomatal conductance versus a biochemical effect that explained reduced ozone
injury in Phaseolus vulgaris plants. Similar results, although obtained in open-top chamber
experiments and differing widely by species, have also been seen in native plants over the entire
growing season (Heagle et al. 1989, Pell et al. 1993, Bungener et al. 1999). Average soil matric
potential in the Bel-W3 moisture-stressed treatments was also quite different for the Montague
Field soil than those reported in published studies, indicating important soil-specific effects of soil
moisture deficit. These indications support the preferability of establishing in situ edaphic and
gas exchange profiles to explain environmentally-controlled mechanisms of ozone injury at a
given site or regional area. Soil moisture or its physiological effects will be an important factor to
incorporate into future foliar injury prediction models, but any model must take into account the
dynamic state of soil moisture and the episodic nature of drought stress (Bungener et al. 1999).
Although only eight of the resulting eighteen low-FOI assays were moisture-stressed, all
six low-FOI models as well as the three best general FOI models incorporated soil water content
in the model prediction. Since slightly less than half of assays failing to develop >10% FOI were
affected by soil moisture deficits the remainder were best predicted primarily by low ozone
exposure. The fact that low FOI is best predicted by parameters independent of PAR (40-all)
indicates low ozone exposures occurring over broad ranges of solar radiation, and so presumably
also temperature, relative humidity, and precipitation, i.e. the atmospheric conditions prevalent
during periods of low ozone formation.
3.4.1.4 Vapor Pressure Deficit
Based on the results of this work it was not possible to decipher the effect of VPD on
stomatally-controlled ozone uptake in Bel-W3 tobacco. The single ideal comparative case
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documented in these experiments showed no suppression of gz despite exceptionally high leaf-toair vapor pressure differences. Other researchers have demonstrated a correlation between
increasing VPD and gz suppression in tree species (Wieser and Havranek 1995, Bauer et al.
2000) and herbaceous plants (Pleijel et al. 1995, Bungener et al. 1999). Still, these may not
represent the best comparisons to Bel-W3 due to inherent physiological differences between
naturally-adapted perennial plants and annual solanaceous plants. Bel-W3 may be less sensitive
to VPD at levels where other plant species typically experience narrowing or closure of the
stomatal aperture. Tonneijck and Bugter (1992) indicated the importance of a temperaturehumidity effect on Bel-W3 foliar injury response, however they did not directly calculate VPD.
The only work published concerning FOI response of Bel-W3 tobacco to VPD showed a
significant negative relationship (Biondi et al. 1992). This is unusual since their report of
meteorological variables lists a maximum VPD of only 1.79 kPa, far below the maximum
experienced at Montague Field without significant stomatal closure. It is not known if the plants
exposed by Biondi et al. were done so in soilless media as induced moisture stress with drying of
the medium could enhance stomatal closure (Heck and Dunning 1967). The present study
produced results that indicate potentially much lower VPD sensitivity of gz in Bel-W3 plants.
Thus, although unable to make a definitive determination as to the stomatal response to
increasing VPD, additional field exposures, particularly in other climate regions, could capture a
wider range of VPD that may demonstrate the sensitivity of Bel-W3 tobacco at higher deficits.
3.5 Conclusions
Variation in acute foliar injury responses of Bel-W3 tobacco can occur although ambient
ozone concentrations among different 7-day exposures may have been similar. This indicates that
factors other than ozone concentration alone are involved in determining the level of response. If
this occurs in an acute-response system such as Bel-W3 tobacco a parallel phenomenon may also
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be observable in seasonal-scale exposures to native wild plants and crops. The results of the field
experiments presented here were highly dependent on the gz model itself which was quite strong
although not as accurate as that reported by Aber and Federer (1992). This is most likely due to
the fact that they reported a generalized model synthesized from the literature from studies
involving a number of various tree species. Still, as in the Aber and Federer model, Pn proved to
be the best predictor of gz. Use of Pn for this purpose assumes the capability of collecting a
representative sample of gas exchange data in the field via instrumental techniques or,
alternatively, indirect calculation of gz based on monitored environmental variables (Ball 1987).
However, without empirical data from additional in situ soil water effects there must be a certain
degree of error assumed in these calculations.
As the single experimental factor used here, volumetric soil water content proved
essential for establishing important physiological response differences among plants. Differential
injury response to ozone displayed a strong relationship to soil moisture regimes created in field
experiments. Bel-W3 tobacco was particularly sensitive to low soil moisture conditions as
evidenced by its weak FOI response, but lack of injury development was not accompanied by an
equally dramatic suppression of gas exchange. The results obtained here may allow broader
interpretation to the potential responses of natural and cultivated ozone-sensitive plant
populations growing in mesic to drought-stressed soil conditions. Field studies that use largescale irrigation treatments may also provide further clues for understanding the regulation of
pollutant gas exchange by environmental mechanisms affected by soils and plant water status.
Overall, mean ozone uptake and soil moisture content were the factors most strongly
implicated in foliar injury development in Bel-W3 tobacco. Cumulative uptake and cumulative
ozone concentration were less useful. For super-sensitive Bel-W3 tobacco, ozone uptake was
most significant as a contributing factor to FOI in the concentration range of 40-50+ nl 1' during
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daylight hours where photosyntberically-active radiation was at least one-fourth that of the most
intense periods of sunlight. This effectively de-emphasizes (late-day) elevated ozone
concentrations typical of the central and northeastern regions of New England. Thus, both soil
moisture and PAR at the time of exposure deserve more careful consideration as controlling
factors in pollutant uptake.
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CHAPTER 4
FIELD EXPERIMENTS - ASCLEPIAS SYRIACA
4.1 Introduction
The geographic distribution of air quality monitoring networks in the U.S. is limited by
financial and logistical constraints, leaving large regional gaps in ozone distribution data.
Biomonitoring of relative air quality over large regions may be useful to fill these gaps, but only
when the specific response characteristics of the bioindicator plants have been thoroughly
investigated. In feet, specific details related to ozone response such as rate of ozone uptake under
ideal and environmentally-stressful conditions, occurrence of symptom mimicry, and additional
confounding factors are lacking for the majority of plants currently in use as bioindicators of
ozone pollution. The inclusion of such details would improve interpretation of their biological
responses and effectively strengthen their intended value as barometers for a specific
environmental pollutant. Although widely utilized as a natural bioindicator of ozone (Flagler
1998, USDA Forest Service 1999) few researchers have investigated foliar injury or other
responses of A. syriaca to ozone.
A. syriaca. a native herbaceous perennial, is distributed from southeastern Canada

throughout the eastern half of the United States (Woodson 1954). In the Northeast it grows in
natural areas only in meadows and forest clearings, not beneath forest canopies, and therefore is
subjected to higher ozone concentrations typical of open areas. Aside from sexual reproduction, it
reproduces prolifically via adventitious shoots (Bhowmik 1994). Although genotypic variation in
foliar injury in the field is pronounced, formation of rhizomatously-derived clonal subpopulations in this species may lead to clumped observations of leaf injury symptoms among wild
populations. Rates of ozone sensitivity in A. syriaca populations have never been studied.
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Duchelle and Skelly (1981) first documented the foliar injury responses of sensitive A
syriaca individuals in open-top chambers in a rural location in Virginia. They noted both
differential severity within single-plant leaf populations (greater sensitivity of older foliage) and
height growth effects (reduced heights in ozone-exposed plants). In the upper Midwest ambient
ozone concentrations were used to infer dosage statistics, and then compared using simple
correlations to injury surveys of A. syriaca populations in the field (Bennet and Jepsen 1993).
Unfortunately, that study utilized ozone data from monitoring stations at distances no closer than
seven km from vegetation monitoring plots leaving considerable doubt as to their accurate
representation of effective exposure. Exceedingly little is known of the physiological basis of
ozone sensitivity in A. syriaca and very little published data exists on ozone uptake or
environmental controls on uptake for any sensitive Asclepias species (Bolsinger et al. 1991).
The research described here represents the first attempt to explain relationships among
near-plant ozone concentrations, ambient environmental conditions, in situ physiological
responses, and observed foliar injury in field grown A. syriaca. Better understanding of these
relationships will aid interpretation of regional foliar injury responses for this bioindicator.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Design of the Field Experiments
Seeds originating from a sensitive wild population (Sheffield, Massachusetts) were
chosen to establish a perennial research population at the field site. The number of clonal plants
in the initial population from which seed was collected was not known. Initial germination and
growth of seedlings was accomplished according to the same greenhouse methods described
above in section 3.2.1. In late May 1996 one hundred thirteen 45 day-old seedlings were
transferred to the field plot and planted in rows. Spacing between plants within rows was from
0.5-1 m. These plants were allowed to grow to maturity in 1996 without further intervention and
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were therefore well acclimated to the site. Having established a small population, 88 apparently
healthy individuals from the original 113 plants were selected and permanently tagged during the
third week of May 1997. All of these plants were presumed to have sprouted from rhizomes
established the previous year. The same was done in 1998, removing all but one perennial shoot
from each of 68 shoot emergence loci in the field.
A simple soil moisture treatment using general irrigation two to three times per week was
begun in 1997 and continued in 1998 in the western portion of the field. Soil moisture in the
eastern portion of the field plot was allowed to fluctuate naturally. The treatment was possible
due to a gentle east to west slope in the plot with irrigation supplied to the lower lying ground in
the western portion of the plot. Moisture levels in the plot were continuously monitored with one
CS615 water content reflectometer in each treatment. Numbers of plants were distributed
approximately evenly in the irrigated and non-irrigated sub-plots. A buffer zone two meters wide
was established on either side of the sub-plot border from which no plants were sampled to avoid
confounding effects from possible moisture infiltration into the non-irrigated sub-plot.
Beginning in early June in both 1997 and 1998 environmental data were collected using
the same instruments and design as described in section 3.2.2 above. Ozone sampling was
unreplicated. Ozone data were collected starting on 15 May and continued until 31 August. Data
for May of both years were collected from the 4.4 m ozone sample intake and corrected for the
0.7 m sampling height and substituted where the lower intake data were unavailable early in the
season.
4.2.2 Characterization and Measurement of Plant Physiological Factors
Using a LI-COR 6200 portable photosynthesis system, gas exchange (gs and Pn) was
characterized during a single measurement session on 30 June 1997. One leaf from each
expanded leaf pair on eight irrigated plants was sampled to determine an optimal smgle-leaf
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sampling scheme. Average conditions during these exploratory measurements were as follows:
temperature 31°C, relative humidity 54%, PAR 1630 pmol m V1, ozone concentration 55 nl l1.
Analysis of measurements made here indicated optimal use of leaves from leaf pairs 7 or 8 for all
subsequent gas exchange measurements.
Gas exchange measurements began on a regular basis in July 1997 and continued
through August 1997 after concluding that the physiological response range over leaf pair ages
was significant. Sampling was begun again in June 1998 continuing through August 1998. Leaf
pair 8 was marked at the node with indelible marker on each plant chosen for sampling (n=10-15
per treatment). Leaf pair 9 was marked if leaf pair 8 was unsatisfactory due to injury, etc. In
order to maximize light capture only a south- or west-oriented leaf was marked for repeated
measurements. A sampling target for collection of A. syriaca gas exchange data was set at three
measurement sessions per day, two times per week, or 24 measurement sessions per month.
4.2.3 Measurement of Foliar Injury Response
Plants were visually evaluated by a single observer once per week for percent foliar
injury. The per leaf foliar injury rating was divided into six injury classes (Table 4.1). Any plants
that were obviously diseased, injured, or appeared otherwise stressed at maturity were not
included in sampling. Individual diseased or injured leaves of plants that appeared otherwise
normal were not assessed or used in injury calculations.
Phenological heterogeneity and ultimate differences in leaf number between fully mature
A. syriaca plants compared to Bel-W3 tobacco made per plant foliar injury (FOIpi) a more logical

method for FOI estimation. FOIpi was calculated after evaluating each leaf of treatment plants
and these data were used to produce treatment means at each injury estimation date. FOIpi was
calculated as ((no. FOI leaves*FOI mean)/ total no. leaves). In cases of leaf senescence where
the leaf previously had visible injury symptoms, the last FOI estimate for that leaf was increased
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Table 4.1 Visual estimation scale used in field assessment of A. syriaca foliar ozone injury.
injury category

% range foliar 03 injury

% range midpoint

1

1-5

3.0

2

6-10

8.0

3

11-24

17.5

4

25-49

37.0

5

50-74

62.0

6

>75

87.5

to the next injury class and this was used for all subsequent FOI estimations. This was a
subjective judgement that the senescence was premature and related to FOI. Recently shed leaves
whose last FOI assessment was already in the highest injury class were maintained at that level.
Senesced leaves that had not yet displayed visible FOI symptoms were dropped from further
analyses thereby assuming unrelated causes for senescence.
4.2.4 Statistical Analysis
Pn, g2, and uptakezdata from physiological measurements were time-matched to mean
[03], Ta, RH, horizontal windspeed, 6t, 4V VPD, and PAR for measurement sessions to create
the first-stage modeling data set. Monthly soil moisture was compared by T-tests as well as were
gz and Pn response data by soil moisture treatment and PAR as in described in section 3.2.6. The
monthly (June-August) data for T-tests were separated due to apparent seasonal declines in both
photosynthesis and stomatal conductance. Only data from instantaneous physiological
measurements were used. Pn and gz data from both years were used to model these variables as in
section 3.2.6. The soil matric potential model was also created as above and output data from all
models were applied to the seasonal hourly mean data sets from each year.
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Table 4.2 Stepwise linear regression models for Asclepias syriaca foliar ozone injury.
model

exposure period

model components/restrictions

Aug-

15 May-31 Aug

diel means of environ.-physiol, vars., May-Aug cum. [O3], June-Aug cum. uptakez

Aug-250

15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / PAR>250 pmol

Aug-500

15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / PAR>500 pmol m'V1

Aug-40

15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>40 nl P1

Aug-55

15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>55 nl l'1

Aug-70

15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>70 nl l'1

m'V1

Aug-40-250 15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [O3]>40, PAR>250

Aug-55-250 15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>55, PAR>250

Aug-70-250 15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>70, PAR>250

Aug-40-500 15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>40, PAR>500

Aug-55-500 15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>55, PAR>500

Aug-70-500 15 May-31 Aug

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>70, PAR>500

Jul-

15 May-31 Jul

diel means of environ.-physiol. vars., May-Jul cum. [O3], June-Jul cum. uptakez

Jul-250

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / PAR>250 pmol mV

Jul-500

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / PAR>500 pmol m'V

Jul-40

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [O3]>40 nl P1

Jul-55

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>55 nl P*

Jul-70

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>70 nl P1

Jul-40-250

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez/ [O3]>40, PAR>250

Jul-55-250

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez/ [C>3]>55, PAR>250

Jul-70-250

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [O3]>70, PAR>250

Jul-40-500

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [C>3]>40, PAR>500

Jul-55-500

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [03]>55, PAR>500

Jul-70-500

15 May-31 Jul

environ.- physiol. means,cum. [O3], uptakez / [O3]>70, PAR>500

Multivariate linear regressions were used to test two sets of 12 models each based on
permutations of exposure duration, ozone concentration, and light. Descriptions of the models are
detailed in Table 4.2. The response variable for all regression models was FOI at 31 August.
Independent variables were the same as those used in Bel-W3 tobacco FOI models.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Characterization of Environmental Factors
Both average and cumulative ozone concentrations were higher in 1998 than in 1997.
Concentration means are compared for the entire season and at two light levels in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.1 shows the seasonal trends in soil moisture, leaf to air vapor pressure deficit, and ozone
concentration (1997 - A., C., E.; 1998 - B., D., F.) calculated as diel means. Soil moisture m
1997 began at a moderate level in June and declined to a minimum in mid-July, recovering

Table 4.3 Comparison of seasonal 1997-1998 ozone concentrations (nl l1).
cumulative ozone
57311
65788

year
1997
1998

mean ozone
22.3
25.5

PAR>250 pmol m V1

1997
1998

30.6
34.4

25867
31186

PAR>500 pmol mV1

1997
1998

32.4
35.7

22595
25749

24 hour period

to early summer levels by early August. The 1998 season began much wetter and
cooler, after which soil moisture declined steadily until the end of August. Soil moisture in the
non-irrigated sub-plot was close to that of the irrigated section during several periods in 1998.
Despite this, soil moisture levels in the two sub-plots were significantly different for each summer
month in both years.
Peak hourly VPD occurred in early June in 1997 with a maximum value of 3.6 kPa.
Following this unusual early summer period of hot, dry weather VPD generally declined
throughout the remainder of 1997. In 1998 VPD increased generally throughout the summer with
peak hourly maxima of 2.8 kPa occurring during the first and last weeks of August. Ozone
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volumetric soil water content (cm3 cm'3)

0 50

Figure 4.1 Ambient and irrigated soil moisture, vapor pressure deficit, and ozone concentration
during field trials. Seasonal environmental conditions are shown as diel means for 1997
(A.,C.,E.) and 1998 (B.,D.,F.).
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concentrations in both years roughly paralleled the seasonal trends in VPD. Refer to Figures 3.1
and 3.2 for overall ozone distribution relative to temperature and PAR.
4.3.2 Measurement, Characterization, and Modeling of Ecophysiological Responses
4.3.2.1 Leaf-Level Stomatal Conductance
Shown in Figure 4.2, multi-leaf characterization of gz in A. syriaca demonstrates strong
leaf-age dependence fully two months after shoot emergence. Early summer mean gz of leaf pairs
7-9 in full sunlight relative to older and younger leaf pairs was the basis for their use as a mature
plant gz baseline. A sharp gas exchange delineation point was apparent between the older leaf
pairs 6 and 7 and again betw een the younger leaf pairs 13 and 14, below and above which there
was a marked decline in gz at the leaf-level.
Mean gz for two levels of soil moisture are shown in Figure 4.3 from a total of 98
physiological measurement sessions (July 1997-August 1998). For this figure and all subsequent
references to June, data are from June 1998 only. There was no difference between soil moisture
treatments in early and late day low light conditions (PAR <500 fimol m 2s '). Above 500 pmol
m"2s 1 there were significant differences in gz between treatment groups with the largest difference
occurring in June and becoming progressively less over the course of the summer. Mean monthly
pooled soil moisture treatment values of gz in high light conditions are shown as horizontal lines mean conductances were 0.51, 0.35, and 0.26 for June, July, and August, respectively. These
data were the first indication that separate monthly gz models would be necessary for accurate
estimation of seasonal ozone uptake.
The T-tests provided in Table 4.4 verified that between-treatment significant differences
in gz occurred only in high light conditions (PAR >500 pmol ms) and in the months of June
and July, but not in August. As indicated in Figure 4.3 the maximum difference was in June when
mean gz in the irrigated treatment was 0.1 mol m‘V higher than in non-irrigated plants. Results
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leaf stomatal conductance to ozone (mol mV)

Figure 4.2 Leaf-age dependent stomatal conductance in field-grown A. syriaca. Means (n=8) ± 1
SE of the mean.

Figure 4.3 Variation in A. syriaca leaf-level stomatal conductance with PAR. Means from
physiological measurements (n= 15-30) ± 1 SE of the mean. Horizontal lines are mean monthly
stomatal conductance for combined treatments in high light conditions (PAR >500 pmol ms).
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Table 4.4 Two-tailed T-test comparison of stomatal conductance to ozone (gz) of A. syriaca in
two soil moisture levels - tests by month and photosynthetically-active radiation. Values in
parentheses equal to ± 1 SE of the mean. Source data limited to physiological measurements.
PAR
2 1
(pmol m' s’)

month

variable

n

df

mean
(mol m' s')

full range

June

g2 non-irrigated
gz irrigated

22

39
42

0.35 (0.033)
0.41 (0.043)

0.27

July

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

40

76
78

0.27 (0.015)
0.30 (0.019)

0.28

August

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

36

70
70

0.22 (0.011)
0.23 (0.012)

0.44

June

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

8

13
14

0.16(0.015)
0.16(0.019)

0.83

July

gz non-irrigated
g2 irrigated

13

24
24

0.15(0.016)
0.15(0.017)

0.99

August

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

9

16
16

0.12(0.012)
0.12(0.013)

0.87

June

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

14

26
26

0.46 (0.015)
0.56 (0.014)

<0.001

July

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

27

52
52

0.33 (0.008)
0.37 (0.009)

0.004

August

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

27

52
52

0.25 (0.007)
0.27 (0.007)

0.11

June

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

14

23
26

0.28 (0.037)
0.33 (0.053)

0.52

July

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

24

45
46

0.22 (0.016)
0.23 (0.020)

0.53

August

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

18

34
34

0.17(0.016)
0.18(0.017)

0.66

June

g7 non-irrigated
gz irrigated

8

13
14

0.48 (0.022)
0.58(0.018)

0.006

July

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

16

30
30

0.36 (0.008)
0.40 (0.009)

0.003

August

gz non-irrigated
gz irrigated

18

34
34

0.26 (0.008)
0.28 (0.009)

0.18

<500

>500

<1000

>1000
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p (a=0.05)

from the T-tests were carried over to the modeling stage such that separate monthly A. syriaca gz
models for irrigated and non-irrigated plants were produced. The resulting linear regression
models in Table 4.5 were all highly significant for the independent variable Pn (p<0.001).
The monthly-soil moisture gz models were then applied back to the seasonal hourly data
sets where gz and uptakez were completed for June, July, and August of 1997 and 1998. A linear
seasonal decline in gz is evident in Figure 4.4. Taking specific points in time as examples from

Table 4,5 Stepwise linear regression models for A syriaca stomatal conductance to ozone.
Dependent variable

model equation

r2 (p<0.075)

non-irrigated gz (June)

0.2166 - (0.0068*7a) + (0.0202*P„) + e

0.93

irrigated gz (June)

0.0548 + (0.0230*P„) + e

0.88

non-irrigated gz (July)

0.0626 + (0.1352* ft) + (0.0135*P„) +

irrigated gz (July)

0.0778 + (0.0165*ft„) + e

0.96

non-irrigated gz (August)

0.0845 + (0.0121 *P„)

+e

0.90

irrigated gz (August)

0.0880 + (0.0128*P„) + e

0.89

e

0.94

the seasonal data set illustrates the extent of slowing gas exchange. For example, plants in the
irrigated treatment in mid-July functioned with approximately the same rate of gz in low PAR
(=400 pmol m'V) as gz in mid-August under relatively intense PAR (1000 pmol m 2s '),
indicating a significant drop in uptakez and Pn capacity from mid-summer to late summer. The
conductances of A. syriaca plants growing in both irrigated and non-irrigated soil declined
similarly over time.
Using instantaneous physiological measurements, the effect of VPD on gz was also
considered. Portrayed graphically in Figure 4.5, the upper graph (A.) shows no apparent
relationship between these variables viewed over the entire range of data. However, by
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Figure 4.4 Seasonal A. syriaca stomatal conductance profiles. Daily means are diurnal (PAR
>500 pmol m'V1) conductance to ozone at two soil moisture levels for 1997 (A.) and 1998 (B.).
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Figure 4.5 A. syriaca leaf stomatal conductance to ozone in relationship to leaf to air vapor
pressure deficit. Data shown over the entire range of PAR (A.) and PAR >500 pmol m s (B.).
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Figure 4.6 Diurnal mean hourly stomata! conductance to ozone for A. syriaca and did mean
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eliminating measurements taken during low light (PAR <500 pmol m'V1) and thereby
emphasizing higher temperatures and vapor pressure deficits, a weak inverse relationship was
detected by simple linear regression (r2=0.11- non-irrigated; r2=0.14 - irrigated) (Figure 4.5 B.).
Finally, ozone concentrations and gz were compared by month and year. The conductance
data in Figure 4.6 were derived from the models given in Table 4.5. Ozone data were derived
from continuous measurements compiled by the on-site ozone analyzer. Diel mean hourly ozone
concentrations in 1997 were highest in June and July (A., C.) - in 1998 the highest concentrations
occurred in July and August (D., F.). In both years the highest average hourly concentrations
occurred between 1400-1700 while diurnal mean hourly gz peaked two or more hours before
ozone concentrations. As previously indicated, increasing similarity in gz between the two soil
moisture regimes is also apparent as the season progresses.
4.3.2.2 Net Photosynthesis
1997-1998 measurements of Pn similarly analyzed for monthly and treatment differences
by PAR groupings are summarized in Table 4.6. No significant treatment differences were found
for any month or light condition. Mean Pn of irrigated plants at the highest PAR range was
greatest in June (22.5 pmol C02 m'V1), declining to 19.6 and 15.4 in July and August,
respectively. Light-saturated Pn was approximately 28, 23, and 18 pmol C02 m' s' in the
respective summer months. Due to obvious differences Pn models were created for individual
months. The small treatment differences attributable to soil moisture were also incorporated
resulting in the six distinct models appearing in Table 4.7. All models were highly significant
with the best models fitted in July for both soil moisture treatments (r2=0.96). The Pn profiles
derived from hourly modeled data are shown below in Figure 4.7 and show a seasonal trend
similar to that seen for gz. Large daily fluctuations are due to cloud cover and reduced PAR.
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Table 4.6 Two-tailed T-test comparison of net photosynthesis (Pn) of A. syriaca in two soil
moisture levels - tests by month and under varying light intensities. Values in parentheses equal
to ± 1 SE of the mean. Source data limited to physiological measurements.
mean

PAR
2 1
(pmol m s')

month

variable

n

df

(pmol m" s' )

p (a=0.05)

full range

June

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

22

42
42

14.9(1.76)
15.3 (1.82)

0.89

July

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

40

78
78

13.1 (1.08)
13.3 (1.06)

0.85

August

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

36

70
70

11.1 (0.90)
11.3 (0.91)

0.91

June

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

8

14
14

5.6(1.65)
5.7(1.60)

0.98

July

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

13

24
24

4.4 (0.83)
4.9 (0.85)

0.68

August

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

9

16
16

3.1 (0.78)
3.1 (0.80)

0.99

June

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

14

26
26

20.3 (1.01)
20.8(1.12)

0.75

July

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

27

52
52

17.2 (0.59)
17.4 (0.59)

0.83

August

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

27

52
52

13.8 (0.53)
14.0 (0.53)

0.79

June

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

14

26
26

10.8(1.89)
11.2(1.98)

0.88

July

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

24

46
46

8.8(1.12)
9.2(1.09)

0.83

August

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

18

34
34

7.0 (1.09)
7.1 (1.11)

0.96

June

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

8

13
14

22.3 (1.39)
22.5 (1.74)

0.93

July

Pn non-irrigated
Pn irrigated

16

30
30

19.4 (0.47)
19.6 (0.47)

0.78

August

Pn non-irrigated

18

34
34

15.2 (0.42)
15.4 (0.40)

0.69

<500

>500

<1000

>1000

O

Pn irrigated
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4.3.3 Foliar Ozone Injury Responses
From the total of 88 plants selected in 1997 eleven were discarded from sampling due to
disease, mechanical injury, etc. Sixty-one of 68 plants were maintained through the 1998 field
season. The average height at maturity of plants was 1.07 m ± 0.11 m (n=77). Minimum and
maximum heights were 0.91 m and 1.24 m, respectively.
Symptom expression was seen as dark purple to black punctate stippling, often but not
always initially occurring near the leaf margin. Initial FOI occurrence was always among the
older leaf pairs 6-9. The highest per leaf FOI severity was also seen in older leaf pairs, generally
between 7-12 (Figure 4.8). By late June plants had typically lost 3-4 full or partial leaf pairs.
Many plants had lost up to eight full or partial leaf pairs by the end of August.

Table 4,7 Non-rectangular hyperbola function models for A. syriaca net photosynthesis.
Dependent variable

model equation

r2 (p<0.075)

non-irrigated Pn (June)

(0.0322*PAR) / (1 + (0.0008*PAfi)) + <?

0.91

irrigated Pn (June)

(0.0330*PAR) / (1 + (0.0008*P4R)) + e

0.88

non-irrigated Pn (July)

(0.0246*PAR) / (1 + (0.0006*PAR)) + e

0.96

irrigated Pn (July)

(0.0261 *PAR) / (1 + (0.0006*P4P)) + e

0.96

non-irrigated Pn (August)

(0.0177*PAR) / (1 + (0.0005*PAR)) + e

0.94

irrigated Pn (August)

(0.0m*PAR) / (1 + (0.0005*PAR)) + e

0.94

FOI expression was highly variable among plants within each treatment group and soil
moisture-defined treatment differences of FOI were quite different for each year. Symptom
expression in 1997 was delayed until late July in the irrigated treatment and appeared early in the
second week of August in non-irrigated plants. In 1998 injury appeared in mid-July in both
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Figure 4.7 Seasonal A. syriaca net photosynthesis profiles. Daily means are diurnal (PAR >500
pmol mV) photosynthesis at two soil moisture levels for 1997 (A.) and 1998 (B.).
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Figure 4.8 Mean leaf-level foliar ozone injury in A syriaca at 31 August. Means (n=21-30 nonimgated; n=38-52 irrigated) ± 1 SE of tbe mean calculated from ozone-injured plants only.
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Table 4.8 A. syriaca foliar ozone injury summary. Mean percent FOI values for treatment are
end of season injury (31 August); means followed by different letters significantly different at
p<0.05.

injury
incidence (%)

maximum
FOIpi (%)

treatment
FOI (%)

year

treatment

n

date of symptom
appearance

1997
1997

non-irrigated
irrigated

40
37

8 August
27 July

27.5
64.9

9.8
12.8

1.77a
3.93b

1998
1998

non-irrigated
irrigated

28
33

15 July
18 July

67.8
84.8

16.3
18.6

5.1 la
7.58b

treatments, with FOI in the non-irrigated plants appearing slightly earlier than irrigated plants.
Unlike Bel-W3 tobacco no obvious signs of moisture stress were apparent in non-irrigated A.
syriaca plants in either year. The 1998 irrigated treatment had the greatest incidence of FOI
(24 of 37 plants) and produced both the highest per plant and per treatment mean FOI. The 1997
non-irrigated treatment had the lowest injury in all categories. Results of ANOVA in Table 4.8
show that within-year treatment differences were significant in both 1997 and 1998.
4.3.4 Modeling Foliar Ozone Injury Prediction
The first twelve FOI models (refer to Table 4.2 for model details) took into account the
entire seasonal exposure whereas models 13-24 were considered for FOI prediction based upon
early and mid-season exposures only. The r2 values returned by stepwise linear regressions for
models 1-12 ranged from 0.88-0.97 while values for models 13-24 ranged from 0.87-0.92. Only
one of two variables was retained by the regressions for any model: volumetric soil water content
or cumulative uptakez. Model Aug-55-250 had the highest r2 among the full season exposure
models while retaining cumulative uptakez. Among the mid-season cut-off models, Jul-40-250
had the highest r2 for the relationship of FOI to volumetric soil water content. The best mid¬
season model for which FOI prediction could be based upon variation in cumulative uptakez was
Jul-40-500 (i*=0.88).
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For the two best models that incorporated uptakez, Aug-55-250 and Jul-40-500,
cumulative uptakez is plotted against cumulative FOI in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. In all
cases uptakez into non-irrigated plants, although lower, closely paralleled irrigated plant uptakez
during part of the first half of the season. The Aug-55-250 model showed that maximum
cumulative uptakezwas greater at the end of August in 1998 than in 1997. The reverse was true
for the Jul-40-500 model for which higher cumulative uptakez was estimated in 1997 than in
1998 for the end of July.
Cumulative uptakez differentiation was distinct in 1997, taking place on about 1 July for
both the Aug-55-250 model (Figure 4.9 A.) and the Jul-40-500 model (Figure 4.10 A.). At the
55-250 level of exposure the first occurrence of FOI symptoms in 1997 in the irrigated treatment
(27 July) coincided with a cumulative dose (leaf-level) of approximately 4600 pmol 03 m'2
(Figure 4.9 A.; solid line, open circle). On 8 August 1997 non-irrigated plants displayed the first
FOI symptoms after accumulating approximately 4400 pmol 03 m' (Figure 4.9 A.; dotted line,
filled circle). At the 40-500 exposure level first symptom appearance in the irrigated treatment
occurred after slightly more than 12,000 pmol 03 m'2 had accumulated. This was by coincidence
exactly the cut-off point for the model such that cumulative uptakez at the time of symptom
appearance in non-irrigated plants (8 August) was unknown (both Figure 4.10 A.).
Separation of cumulative uptakez by soil moisture treatment was much less pronounced
in 1998. Appearance of the first FOI symptoms in the irrigated treatment (18 July) coincided with
cumulative uptakez of approximately 4100 pmol 03 m'2 at the 55-250 exposure level. Nonirrigated plants produced symptoms for the first time three days earlier when uptakez had only
2

reached about 1300 pmol 03 m'2 although this had increased to about 3700 ^mol 03 m'“ one
week later as did FOI symptom progression (both Figure 4.9 B.). Total accumulated uptakez in
non-irrigated plants was 92% of the irrigated treatment. The Jul-40-500 model in 1998
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Figure 4.9 A. syriaca cumulative ozone uptake (Aug-55-250) and foliar ozone injury. Leaf-level
uptakez cumulated only under conditions of [Os]>55 nl 1 and PAR>250 pmol m s
August; FOI ± 1 SE of the mean (A. - 1997; B. -1998).
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Figure 4.10 A. syriaca cumulative ozone uptake (Jul-40-500) and foliar ozone injui
uptake* cumulated only under conditions of [Os]>40 nl 1
July; FOI ± 1 SE of the mean (A. - 1997; B. -1998).
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and PAR>500 pmol m s

Leaf-level
for June-

(Figure 4.10 B.) resulted in accumulation of approximately 6500 pmol 03 m' by the first
appearance of FOI in non-irrigated plants, increasing one week later to 8000 pmol 03 m'.
Cumulative uptakez in the irrigated treatment had reached about 8500 at this point when injury
symptoms appeared. The total uptakez in non-irrigated plants estimated by this model was 90%
of the irrigated treatment.
The seasonal distribution of cumulative uptakez on a per day basis is also included here
not as a FOI modeling variable but rather to provide a point of reference for potential scaling up
from the (maximum conductance) leaf to the whole plant level. Figure 4.11 reveals a declining
seasonal trend in 1997 compared to a relatively level rate of uptakez in 1998 from June through
August. The largest treatment differences occurred in June and were very similar in August in
both years. Single-day peak cumulative diel uptakez was highest in June in 1997 (1300 fimol 03
m'2 d'1) and July in 1998 (1200 ^mol 03 m'2 d’1), corresponding to days when the highest ozone
concentrations were recorded.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Leaf Age-Dependent Foliar Ozone Injury
Leafage as a determinant of FOI severity in A. syriaca foliage has been previously
documented in both chamber experiments (Duchelle and Skelly 1981) and field studies (Bennett
and Stolte 1985). The present findings not only confirm their observations but also for the first
time link leaf-age dependent stomatal conductance to the phenomenon of differential FOI severity
within single-plant leaf populations. This interpretation applies exclusively to stippling-type
injury. Early senescence typical of the June-July period without evidence of prior adaxial
stippling injury was attributed to natural aging processes. The loss of additional older leaves that
had exhibited stippling symptoms (generally from late July onwards) was attributed to ozone-
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Figure 4.11 Seasonal profile of cumulative diel ozone uptake in A. syriaca. 1997-A., 1998-B.
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induced damage. This was generally justified in that most premature senescence coincided with
leaves for which FOI was most severe, i.e. >50% of the leaf surface.
Although the scientific literature provides numerous examples of leaf age-dependent
injury in foliage, the inclusion of data documenting leaf age-dependent stomatal conductance and
its possible relationship to FOI expression is uncommon. For example, Fredericksen et al. (1995)
examined both FOI and gs by vertical canopy position in black cherry {Prunus serotina Ehrh.)
trees, not by leaf age within the canopy position and therefore could not distinguish between
responses of leaves of different ages along a shoot. Unlike A. syriaca their results showed an
inverse relationship between gs and FOI for sapling and canopy trees. Recent work with Norway
spruce (Picea abies L.) has shown substantial differences in conductance and calculated uptakez
between different needle age classes (Wieser et al. 2000). Subterranean clover (Trifolium
subterranean L.) represents a herbaceous species for which patterns of leaf age-dependent FOI

similar to A. syriaca have been documented (Karlsson et al 1995). Other herbaceous species that
exhibit greater injury severity on physiologically older leaves include Vitis spp. L. (Shaulis et al.
1972), Cirsium arvense L. and Malva sylvestris L. (Bergmann et al. 1995), Rubus spp. L.
(Flagler 1998), Apocynum androsaemifolium L. (USDA Forest Service 1999), and Apios
americana Medik. (Bergweiler, unpublished data).

Although baseline stomatal conductance measurements were made on a single date the
proportionality of gz among A. syriaca leaf pairs appeared to have remained relatively constant
throughout the growing season assuming that uptakez can be relied on as an approximation for
FOI. However, since no additional physiological measurements were made on leaves other than
those with the highest conductance rates it is not possible to state conclusively that this is the
case. It may also be possible that as younger leaves matured their gz reached a maximum for this
species equal to the level observed in older leaves
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(gzmax),

resulting by mid- to late summer in a

greater range of leaf pairs with gzmax- However, by that point in the growing season less ozone
would have diffused into the younger leaves due to their immature-stage low gz rates, ultimately
producing a lower FOI response. Other factors such as differential capacity for repair among
individual plants of the same species (Pell et al. 1994) and among leaves of different ages within
single plants could also mask injury expression although gz may have increased with leaf
maturity. Still, 31 August FOI severity among leaves of different ages in A. syriaca closely
paralleled 30 June gz characterization of the same leaves giving strong indication that both
uptakez and FOI may be dependent on leaf age differences in stomatal conductance.
4.4.2 Soil Water Content, Ozone Uptake, and Foliar Injury
Several sustained dry periods occurred in 1997 such that ambient soil moisture remained
low in between precipitation events. This pattern was distinctly different in 1998 when ambient
soil moisture levels remained quite high until approximately mid-summer at which point they
steadily declined. Average between-year gz appeared similar despite seasonal differences in soil
water content. Cumulative uptakez more closely reflected soil moisture differences resulting in
distinct differentiation of cumulative uptakez between non-irrigated and irrigated plants in 1997.
In 1998 cumulative uptakez remained roughly parallel between non-irrigated and irrigated plants.
Non-irrigated plants received a substantial proportion of the effective ozone dose received by
irrigated plants in 1998 when rainfall was plentiful. Despite this, FOI development between
treatments, although beginning close to the same date in 1998, slowly disassociated as FOI in the
irrigated treatment maintained a high rate of development while that of non-irrigated plants
slowed.
The relative effect of soil moisture deficits on uptakez in wild plants in general is
determined by several drought susceptibility and acclimation factors such as rooting system, leaf
morphology, osmotic adjustment, and stomatal closure (Kramer 1983, Larcher 1995). For A
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syriaca in particular root morphology may be a key drought resistance factor allowing it to

survive sustained periods of drought as a result of its deep tap root system (Bhowmik 1994). In
fact, it was not possible to say conclusively if non-irrigated plants were ever “moisture-stressed”
because they were subjected to uncontrolled soil moisture conditions, and during extended periods
without rainfall displayed no visual symptoms (e.g. wilting, leaf curl) and relatively small
physiological differences compared to irrigated plants. Bungener et al. (1999) noted distinctive
changes in soil matric potential for some herbaceous species following manipulation of soil
moisture but this did not result in a consistent pattern of foliar injury development. Foliar injury
in A. syriaca in the present study was strongly related to soil water content according to
multivariate linear regression analyses. Soil moisture differences then, as one component in a
complex of environmental controls, continue to provide evidence to explain differential FOI in
situations where monthly or seasonal precipitation and soil moisture is highly variable.
Uptake of ozone by A. syriaca foliage was limited on a daily basis by a distinct
deposition-flux asynchrony, whereby peak PAR-driven Pn and gz occurred near mid-day while
peak ozone concentrations under the influence of meteorological formation and transport
processes (Wolff et al. 1987, Harley et al. 1997, Jacobson 1999) occurred up to several hours
later in mid-afternoon. Episodic early evening high ozone concentrations in simultaneous weak
light conditions occurred relatively frequently. However, these short-lived pollution events were
coupled with gz rates that were significantly reduced relative to maximum daytime conductance.
Uptakez was therefore limited in this scenario as well.
4.4.3 Implications of Whole Plant Senescence for Foliar Injury Modeling
Scaling of gz per unit leaf area up to the whole plant-level was not done and therefore
cumulative uptakez is here only representative of uptake rates of one leaf age within multi-aged
leaf populations of A. syriaca plants. Viewed as a seasonal process the rate of uptakez in this
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species was significantly affected by decreasing gz as measured from early June to late August.
Both gz and Pn declined linearly between early June and late August despite artificially
maintaining soil moisture through irrigation for most of the 1997-1998 growth periods. The
irrigation treatment effectively decoupled gas exchange from soil moisture, pointing towards a
strong ontogenetic determination of gas exchange rates. In fact, one of the strengths of all models
tested was that seasonal physiological trends were built into the models. The effect of this can be
observed by the fact that despite relatively uniform distribution of ozone concentrations
throughout the summer months the largest single-day accumulations of uptakez (vertical steps in
Figure 4.9) generally occurred in the first half of the summer with lesser accumulations taking
place in the latter half. However, uptakez was less influenced by the seasonal decline in gz in 1998
as seen by the more level rate of cumulative diel uptake compared to 1997. This flatter rate of
uptakez was probably a result of somewhat higher ozone concentrations in July-August 1998 that
had offset the seasonal gz decline, observed to be similar in both 1997 and 1998. Seasonal
physiological changes in this and other herbaceous species may therefore be valuable predictors
of the magnitude and distribution of uptakez.
As a result of missing physiological measurements in May, actual cumulative uptakez
was almost certainly higher than shown. Seasonal changes in stomatal conductance to water
vapor in several woody plant species have been observed to decrease with increasing age (Bond
2000). Stomatal conductance in Primus serotina was observed to be at its lowest in May
followed by a steady increase (Fredericksen et al. 1996b) while red oak (Quercus rubra L.) also
had low May stomatal conductance after which it reached its seasonal peak in June (Hanson et al.
1994). A. syriaca plants used in this research were relatively small and their older leaves were
still expanding in May indicating lack of physiological maturity as well. For this reason it seems
plausible that gz was lower in May than at any time between June and August. The physiological
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drivers of decreasing conductance rates in aging plants described by Gepstein (1988) and
manifested by A. syriaca here should not be ignored and should be incorporated where
appropriate (species-specific) as a decreasing rate factor in long-term ozone flux models.
4.5 Conclusions
Patterns of stomatal conductance and foliar injury development over two growing
seasons have shown a strong resemblance at the leaf level in A. syriaca. These findings
demonstrate for the first time a potential empirically-based explanation for the well-known and
consistent expression of foliar ozone injury in this species. The results are of interest for
comparison to several additional species with similar foliar injury development patterns.
Measurement and model estimation of stomatal conductance and the associated calculation of
ozone uptake was also of critical importance for understanding and quantifying spatial and
temporal exposures in this study.
Foliar ozone injury was consistently identified as a function of two factors: soil water
content and ozone uptake. However, all combinations of exposure duration, ozone concentration,
and light levels for which soil moisture and ozone uptake were included showed a strong
relationship to foliar injury thereby leaving unresolved specific questions about exposure
conditions. The various permutations of the statistical models as defined by PAR and/or threshold
ozone concentrations alone therefore lacked the necessary sensitivity to differentiate themselves
relative to FOI prediction. Despite this, the implication of soil moisture and ozone uptake as
important controlling factors for FOI are in agreement with and confirmed by several completed
research studies that have used other modeling techniques, e.g PLATIN (algorithmic) (Griinhage
et al. 1997), artificial neural networks (Bungener et al. 1999).
The effects of plant ontogeny on gas exchange rates were measured, found to be
substantial, and built into the models tested here, making the models less susceptible to
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overestimations of effective exposure and therefore more realistic. For herbaceous plant species
with annual life and physiological cycles similar to A. syriaca the decisive phase of ozone
exposure may take place during the period when plants are at their physiological maximum.
Seasonally reduced rates of gas exchange, in combination with staggered diurnal patterns of gas
exchange and ozone formation, as well as environmentally-influenced limitations on ozone
uptake, all provide supporting evidence for their inclusion in future exposure indices for
vegetation. These factors demonstrate that greater emphasis must be placed on biologicallyrelevant processes in order to accurately characterize and understand the nature of long-term
chronic exposures of vegetation to ozone.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Several similarities involving relationships between environmental conditions, ozone
uptake, and foliar injury were found for the two plant bioindicators of ozone investigated during
this research, Bel-W3 tobacco and Asclepias syriaca. One fundamental aspect of ozone effects
research that has until recently been largely neglected is the inaccurate use of ozone concentration
data to quantify vegetation exposures. For example, in this study alone the average ozone
concentrations at a standard measurement height were determined to be nearly 13 nl l'1 higher
than those measured at 0.7 m near the plant canopy. The assumption of a negligible difference in
ozone concentration within this relatively small vertical distance leads to inaccurate
representation of effective ozone uptake. Distribution of ozone concentrations also showed little
relationship to photosynthetically-active radiation. The contributing effect of late-arriving high
ozone concentrations on ozone uptake was significantly reduced compared to their potential effect
at higher light intensities. This may have particularly important implications for regions that are
several hours distant from their geographical source regions for ozone formation.
Soil moisture strongly influenced the behavior of stomata, reducing ozone uptake relative
to plants that were regularly supplied with water. The response of Bel-W3 tobacco to soil water
limitation was dramatic as moisture-stressed plants displayed extremely low sensitivity to
ambient ozone. Non-irrigated A. syriaca plants responded with less sensitivity to soil moisture
deficits and therefore developed moderate foliar injury symptoms compared to irrigated plants. A.
syriaca also appeared to be more sensitive than Bel-W3 tobacco to atmospheric vapor pressure

deficits, showing a slight decrease in stomatal conductance with increasing deficits although onlv
in higher light conditions. Regional and temporal variation in soil moisture and its effect on rates
of day to day gas exchange between the atmosphere and plant canopies is neglected by
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summation ozone exposure indices such as AOT40 and SUM06. Thus, episodic summer drought,
depending on duration and severity, may be a particularly important source of overestimation
error when relying on non-physiological estimates of ozone exposure.
Physiological trends were also characterized and identified as additional factors limiting
the function of plants as sinks for atmospheric ozone. Even under ideal physiological conditions
maximum stomatal conductance lags behind maximum ozone concentrations by up to several
hours on a daily basis. It is therefore logical to assume that biological rhythms in plants are more
consistent than dynamic ozone formation processes and should be the primary consideration when
estimating the pollutant dose absorbed by plants. Variation in ozone uptake within the leaf
population of an individual plant and potential changes in the seasonal rate of uptake independent
of environmental influences further complicate the task of accurately estimating absorbed dose,
and both factors must necessarily be accounted for to avoid current overestimations.
Indigenous plant bioindicators of air quality that exhibit specific symptoms related to
ozone exposure are important tools for gaming basic knowledge about ecosystem health and
response to environmental stresses. Such plants typically exhibit chronic injury responses with
development of (foliar) injury occurring from several days to several weeks after initial exposure.
This considerable lag time between exposure and response makes injury prediction difficult and
underscores the importance of careful development of models where such plants are the subject of
interest. Interpreting the effects of ambient ozone, particularly to natural ozone bioindicator
plants which generally respond well after exposure to ozone, represents a scientific problem that
continues to confound plant researchers. This is true for several reasons, some of which are. 1)
the physiological state(s) of an individual plant or plant population at the time of exposure may
not have been monitored or may only be reconstructed from existing meteorological data sources
with substantial error; 2) with the exception of individual research sites and plots, fine-resolution
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plant canopy-level ozone data are unavailable and the interpolation of ozone concentration data
over large geographic regions may incur additional error; 3) it is currently impossible to imbed a
biochemical correction factor for oxidative scavenging or cellular repair capacity into foliar
injury response models as the rates of these processes under constantly changing conditions are
unknown; 4) once inside the plant ozone in its original form is undetectable due to its extreme
reactivity and therefore can not be directly quantified.
Plants which respond rapidly to air pollution allow for quicker and more detailed
evaluation of the circumstances under which injury occurred, since cumulative exposure periods
are shorter and the likelihood of confounding effects reduced. An additional benefit of rapid
response to air pollution is the ability to introduce many replications of experiments. This can be
crucial for field experiments due to the extreme variability of the ambient environment. Often
these research plants are non-indigenous, genetically-uniform cultivars that respond to specific
pollutants. Although useful for the knowledge they may provide regarding short-term exposures
and acute response, the fundamental difference between them and natural plants as functioning
components of ecosystems does not allow for broad comparisons.
This research has resulted in basic contributions to understanding the chain of events in a
highly complex system typical of plant physiological ecology. The contributions are in the form
of novel insights into ozone uptake requirements and response characteristics of both Bel-W3
tobacco and A. syriaca, two fundamentally different but equally important plant bioindicators of
ozone. As with any scientific work of this nature, initial research questions have been only
partially answered and have led to several additional possibilities for investigation. For instance,
future research with these and other plants in the field could entail experiments that separate diel
exposure into discrete periodic treatments that allow separation of ozone exposure by
photoperiod. In addition, greater emphasis on the real differences in ozone uptake as determined
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by leaf age as well as seasonal changes in gas exchange rates would help to improve the accuracy
of future models. Finally, scaling up from the leaf to the whole plant level in these species, unlike
in forest trees, is a very attainable goal that would almost certainly help elucidate their ozone
injury responses.
One obvious weakness limiting the usefulness of ecosystem-level response models is that
they can not be broadly applied with accuracy across multiple species within plant communities
despite the progress made understanding how factors such as soil water status and temperaturehumidity effects influence ozone uptake in individual species. The problem of decoupling control
of ozone uptake by various environmental factors is also exacerbated by the continuous nature of
ozone exposures at continually fluctuating levels during a growing season. For each species that
now exhibits foliar, growth, or biomass injury symptoms that may be a result of exposure to
ozone there should be developed a minimum exposure threshold profile. The preponderance of
evidence from ozone-effects research indicates that such profiles must be at the species or
response group level. This task is probably best accomplished with multi-species trials utilizing
controlled semi-natural conditions, e.g. open-top chambers, where plant water status, light
conditions, and ozone concentration can be manipulated at will. If a particular species’
distribution is so large that it occurs across substantially different edaphic and climate zones then
its threshold response should ideally be characterized separately by response region, where
experimental conditions reflect the typical ambient character of that region. The difficulties
encountered here deciphering multiple relationships between environmental and biological factors
on the scale of a small research plot are an indication that the current use of models to predict
ecosystem-level ozone exposures and plant responses may be seriously oversimplified.
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